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Consent order requiring a New York City manufacturer , seller and distributor of

cosmetics and ethical drugs ,

and its Cincinnati , Ohio , and Chicago

, Il.

subsidiaries, among other things , to cease misrepresenting the safety, effcacy

and content of hair straightening products and making u.substantiated
product
claims. Further the order requires -respondents to make specific
warning disclosures in advertising and on package labeling and requires the

destruction of all displays and packaging which does not include the appropriate warning disclosures.
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COMPI.AINT AS TO REVLON , INC.. DOCKET C- 2868

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe

that

Revlon. Inc. and Revlon-Realistic Professional Products, Inc. , corpo-

rations, hereinafter sometimes

referred to as respondents , have

violated Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended . and that a proceeding in resp ' fuerenfwouId beirL the

public interest , hereby issues this complaint stating its charges as
follows:
P ARAGRAPII 1. Respondent Revlon . Inc. (Rev Ion) is a Delaware
corporation with its otTce and principal place of business located at

767 Fifth Ave. , New York , New York.
Respondent Revlon- Realistic Professional Products, Inc. (Realistic)

is an Ohio corporation with its offices and principal place of business
located at 3274 Beekman St., Cincinnati . Ohio.
All allegations in this complaint stated in the present tense include
the past tense.

PAR. 2. Respondent Revlon manufactures, advertises, offers fO!
sale , sells and distributes cosmetics and ethical drugs. It controls th.
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business operations and policies of Realistic , its wholly- owned
subsidiary, and is responsible for the acts and practices of Realistic.
Respondent Realistic , a wholly- owned subsidiary of respondent
Rev Ion , manufactures, advertises , offers for sale; sells and distributes

Revlon jlealistic Protein Permanent Creme Relaxer (Realistic Relax-

. er), ii 'cosmetic,

as that term is defined in the Federal Trade

Commission Act, as amended. Realistic relaxer is an emulsion which
contains as its active ingredient sodium hydroxide, commonly known

as lye. The emulsion is applied to the hair , rinsed from the hair, and
neutralized with a shampoo. Realistic relaxer is sold separately and
in kits with shampoo. Realistic relaxer is used by professional
beauticians for the purpose of straightening curly hair.

PAR. 3. Revlon, through its wholly-owned subsidiary Realistic , and
Realistic, cause Realistic relaxer , when sold, to be sent from
Realistic s place of business in Ohio to beauty salons and other

purchasers located in various other States of the United States and
the District of Columbia. Thus, Revlon and Realistic maintain a
substantial Course of trade in said product in or affecting commerce
as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Comm Ission Act , as

amended.

PAR. 4. In the COUrse and conduct of their business, respondents
disseminate and cause to be disseminated certain advertisements

concerning Realistic relaxer (1) by United States mail , magazines of

interstate circulation and by various other means in or having an
effect upon commerce , for the purpose of inducing, or which are
likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of Realistic
relaxer; (2) by various means, for the purpose of inducing, or which

effect upon
deined- in the

are likely to induce , the purchase in or having an

commerce of Realistic relaxer, as " commerce "

is-

Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
PAR. 5. Typical and illustrative of the statements and represel)tations made in respondents ' advertisements, but not all inclusive

thereof, are the following:
MiJd and safe.

It contains protein protectors to help prevent scalp irritation , cuticle and
unnecessary hair damage

Our exclusive Protein . Formula actually helps restore Jost protein and helps
strengthen hair.

It has a special proteiniwd creme formula that achieves permanent hair
relaxation and helps protect the condition

of your

hair.

Buitt in organic protein conditioning enrichens and silken" hair like never before.

''
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PAR. 6. Through the use of the above- quoted statements and

representations , and others of similar import and meaning not
expressly set forth herein, respondents represent , directly or by
i;:pliC atIon , that:

A. Realistic relaxer is safe and is' mild to scalp and skin.
B. Realistic relaxer helps strengthen hair.
C. Realistic relaxer contains protein which
1. helps prevent scalp

irritation; and

2. helps prevent hair damage.
PAR. 7. In truth

and in fact:

A. Realistic relaxer is not safe nor is it mild to scalp and skin.
Sodium hydroxide, the active ingredient in Realistic relaxer, is a
primary skin irritant. It is caustic to skin and breaks down the cells
which form the epidermis. Realistic relaxer in some instances causes
skin and scalp irritation and burns. It can also cause eye

irritation

and may impair vision temporarily.

B. Realistic relaxer does not strengthen hair. The sodium hydroxide in Realistic relaxer straightens hair by breaking down the cells of
the hair shaft. The relaxing process weakens hair, and, in some

instances , makes it brittle and causes partial or total hair loss.
C. Realistic relaxer does not contain protein to help prevent scalp
irritation or hair damage. The ingredient used is Maypon 4c , a
detergent derived from protein which has been altered so that it no
longer retains the chemical or ' physical properties of protein.
Therefore, at the time the relaxer is used, it contains no protein to
help prevent scalp irritation or hair damage.
Therefore , the advertisements, statements and representations

referred to in Paragraphs Five and Six are misleading in material
respects and constitute " false advertisements " as that term is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, 'as- ame,"ded , and are false

misleading and deceptive. .
PAR. 8. At the time the representations set forth

were made ,

in Paragraph Six

re, pondents had no reasonable basis from which to

conclude that such representations were true. Therefore, the adver-

tisements and representations set forth in Paragraphs Five and Six
are deceptive and unfair.
PAR. 9. Respondents advertise Realistic relaxer without disclosinf
that:
A. Realistic relaxer can cause skin and scalp irritation , hai
breakage and eye injury.

B. Directions must be followed carefully.

Such facts are material and , if known to potential customers who a
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professional beauticians, would be likely to aflect their decision to
purchase Realistic relaxer for professional use. Similarly, such facts,

if known to potential customers who purchase hair straightening
services from professional beauticians , would be likely to affect their
decision to have their hair straightened with Realistic relaxer.
Therefore , respondents ' advertisements of said product are misleading in material respects and constitute " false

that term is defined

advertisements "

as

in the Federal Trade Commission Act , as

amended , and are false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 10. In the further course and conduct of their business,

respondents Revlon and Realistic utilize the product name " Revlon
Realistic Protein Creme Relaxer. " The use of said product name has

the tendency and capacity to lead potential purchasers to believe
such relaxer contains protein at the time the relaxer is applied to the

hair.
In truth and in fact, the ingredient used is Maypon 4c , a detergent
derived from protein which has been altered so that it no longer
retains the chemical or physical properties of protein. Therefore, said
in their product name is

respondents ' use of the word " protein "
deceptive and unfair.

PAR. 11. In the further course and conduct of their business,

respondents ofler for sale ,

sell and distribute Realistic relaxer

without disclosing on the retail product package of said product the
following information:
A. The product contains sodium hydroxide (lye). It can cause skin
and scalp burns, hair loss, and eye injury. Directions must be followed
carefully.
B. The product

should not be used if scalp is irritated or injured.

C. The product should not be used on bleached or permanently

colored hair. If hair has been relaxed, the relaxer should be applied
only to new growth, as described in the directions
D. If the relaxer causes skin or scalp irritation, it should be rinsed

out immediately and washed with a shampoo in the kit. If irritation
persists, a physician should be consulted.
E. If the relaxer gets into eyes , eyes should be rinsed immediately
and a physician should he consulted.
Such facts arc material and , if known to potential customers who are
professional beauticians , would be likely to affect their decision to
purchase Realistic relaxer for professional use. Therefore , failure to
disclose said material facts on the product package is an unfair and
deceptive act or practice.
PAR J 2. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false, misleading
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and deceptive and unfair statements, representa6ons, acts and
practices and the dissemination of the aforesaid " false advertisements " has the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the

consuming public and professional beauticians into the erroneous
and mistaken belief that said statements and representations are
true , and into the purchase of substantial quantities of Realistic
relaxer by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.

PAR. 13. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents

are in substantial

competition in or

affecting commerce with

corporations, firms and individuals engaged in the sale of products of
the same general kind and nature as sold by respondents.
PAR. 14. The aforesaid acts and practices ofrespondents, including
the dissemination of " false advertisements, " are all to the prejudice

and injury of the public and of respondents ' competitors and
constitute unfair and deceptive acts or practices in or affecting
commerce and unfair methods of competition in or affecting com-

merce in violation of Sections
Commission Act ,

5 and 12 of the Federal Trade

as amended.

COMPLAINT AS TO DELUXOL LABORATORIES, r?\c.
DOCKET C- 2869
The Federal Trade Commission, having

reason to believe that

Deluxol Laboratories , Inc. and Revlon , Inc. , corporations, hereinafter
sometimes referred to as respondents, have violated Sections 5 and 12
of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended ,

and that a

proceeding in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby
issues this complaint stating its charges as fol1ows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Deluxol Laboratories, Inc. (Deluxol) is
of business

an Illinois corporation with its office and principal place

located atl130 E. 95th St. , Chicago, Ilinois.
Respondent Revlon, lnc. (Rev Ion) is a Delaware corporation with
its oflce and principal place of business located at 767 Fifth Ave.

New York , New York.

All allegations in this complaint stated in the present tense include
the past tense.

PAR. 2. Respondent Deluxo!, a wholly- owned subsidiary of respondent Revlon , manufactures ,

advertises, offers for sale, sells and

distributes French Perm Creme Hair Relaxer (French Perm), a
cosmetic ,

as that term is defined in the Federal Trade Commission

Act, as amended. French Perm is an emulsion which contains as its
active ingredient sodium hydroxide , commonly known as lye. The
emulsion is applied to the hair, rinsed from the hair , and neutralized

with a shampoo. French Perm is sold separately and in kits with
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shampoo and setting lotion. French Perm is used by consumers and
professional beauticians for the purpose of straightening curly hair.
Respondent Revlon manufactures, advertises , offers for sale , sells
and distributes cosmetics and ethical drugs. It controls the business
operations and policies of Deluxol, its wholly- owned subsidiary, and
is responsible for the acts and practices ofDeluxol
PAR. 3. Revlon , through its wholly- owned subsidiary Deluxol , and
Deluxol , cause French Perm , when sold , to he sent from Deluxol'

place of business in Ilinois to beauty salons and other purchasers
located in various other States of the United States and the District of
Columbia. Thus , Revlon and Deluxol maintain a substantial course of
trade in said product in or affecting commerce, as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents
disseminate and cause to be disseminated certain advertisements

concerning French Perm (1) by United States mail , magazines of
interstate circulation and by various other means in or having an
effect upon commerce , for the purpose of inducing, or which are
likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of French Perm;
(2) by various means, for the purpose of inducing, or which are likely
to induce , the purchase in or having an eflect upon

French Perm, as " commerce "

commerce of

is defined in the Federal Trade

Commission Act, as amended
PAR. 5. Typical and illustrative of the statements and representations made in respondents ' advertisements. but not all inclusive

thereof, are the following:
\Vh V ha3 French Perm been the standaro of cxce:lence ir.
since 1962

The secret is its specia:

buffering lrlf!redients

58JOtJ Hair l-eJaxers

that provide three

superior processing advantages. (1) Gets the righ . working speed for effciency.
control and confidence - not tou fast , not too sJow. (:2) Its buffered actloll pampers
the hair shaft during processing. It' s blenderi with protein and other meJJowing
ingredients to leave hair feeJing like

hair.

lively, soft and shining' (3) Alluws

exceptional patron comfort. (Hurray')

PAR. 6. Respondents further promote the sale of French Perm
through statements and representations made by various other
means , including labeling. Typical and illustratjve of the statements

and representations made in respondents '

labeling, but not all

inclusive thereof, are the following.
Contains protein for superior han condition
You

lllove its g-entle "

style

o burn

buffereri action " tr.at leaves ;' air Jively, glceming, easy to
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So gentle, needs no protective base!
PAR. 7. Through the use of the above- quoted statements and

representations , and others of similar import and meaning not
'xpress!y set forth herein . re.spondents represent , directly or by
implication
A. French Perm is gentle and does not irritate or burn scalp or
skin.

, that:

B. French Perm contains protein which protects hair during the

relaxing process and which produces superior hair condition.
PAR. 8. In truth and in fact:

is not gentle, and in some instances it causes
scalp and skin irritation and burns. Sodium hydroxide, the active
A. French Perm

ingredient in French Perm, is a primary skin irritant. It is caustic to
skin and breaks down the ceIls which form the epidermis. It can also

cause eye irritation and may impair vision temporarily.
B. French Perm does not contain protein which protects hair or
produces superior hair condition. The ingredient used is Maypon 4c , a
detergent derived from protein which has been altered so that it no
longer retains the chemical or physical properties of protein.
Therefore , at the time the relaxer is used, it contains no protein to
protect hair or produce superior hair condition.

Furthermore, the sodium hydroxidein French Perm straightens hair
by breaking down the ceIls of the hair shaft. The relaxing process
weakens hair , and , in some instances, makes it brittle and causes
partial or total hair loss.

Therefore, the advertisements , statements and representations

referred to in Paragraphs Five and Seven are misleading in material
respects and constitute "false advertisemel)ts " as that term is defined

in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended. The adverti.ements, statements and representations referred to in Paragraphs
Five, Six and Seven are false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 9. At the time the representations

set forth in Paragraph

Seven were made , respondents had no reasonable basis from which to
conclude that such representations were true. Therefore , the advertisements and representations set forth in Paragraphs Five, Six and

Seven are deceptive and unfair.

PAR. 10. Respondents advertise French Perm without disclosing
that:
A. French Perm can cause skin and scalp irritation, hair break
age and eye injury.

B. Directions must be foIlowed carefuIly.
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Such facts are material and, if known to potential customers , would
be likely to affect their decision to purchase French Perm. Similarly,

such facts, if known to potential customers who purchase hair
straightening services from professional beauticians, would be likely

to affect their decision to have their hair straightened with French
Perm.
Therefore, respondents ' advertisements of said product are mis-

leading in material respects and constitute " false advertisements "

that term is defined

as

in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as

amended , and are false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 11. In the further course and conduct of their business

respondents offer for sale , sell and distribute French Perm without
disclosing on the retail product package of said product the following

information:
A. The product contains sodium hydroxide (lye). It can cause skin
and scalp burns, hair loss, and eye injury. Directions must be followed
carefully.
B. The product should not be used if scalp is irritated or injured.
C. The product should not be used on bleached or permanently

colored hair. If hair has been relaxed, the relaxer should be applied
only to new growth , as described in the directions.
D. If the relaxer causes skin or scalp irritation , it should be rinsed

out immediately and wasbed with a shampoo in thc kit. If irritation
persists, a physician should be consulted.
E. If the relaxer gets into eyes, eyes should be rinsed immediately
and a physician should be consulted.

Such facts are material and, if known to potential customers , would
be likely to affect their decision to purchase French Perm. Therefore
failure to disclose said material facts on the product package is an
unfair and deceptive act or practice.
PAR. 12. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false, misleading

and deceptive

and unfair statements , representations, acts and

practices and the dissemination of the aforesaid " false advertisements " has the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the

consuming public and professional beauticians into the erroneous
and mistaken belief that said statements and representations are
true , and into the purchase of substantial quantities

of French

Perm

by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR, 13. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents

are in substantial

competition in or

affecting commerce with

corporations , firms and individuals engaged in the sale
of products
the same general kind and nature as sold by respondents.
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PAR. 14. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , including

the dissemination of " false advertisements, " are all to the prejudice

and injury of the public

and of respondents '

competitors and

constitute unfair and deceptive acts or practices in or affecting
commerce and unfair methods of competition in or affecting com-

merce in "violation of Sections. 5

and. 12 of the Federal Trade

Commission Act , as amended.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a

copy of a draft of complaint which the Seattle Regional Offce

Commission for its consideration and
which, if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
proposed to present to the

executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by
the respondents of all the

jurisdictional facts set forth in the

complaint , a statement that the signing of said

aforesaid draft of
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission

s Ru1es; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, and having duly considered comments
fied pursuant to Section 2. 34 of its Rules, now infurtheccgnformity.
with the procedure

prescribed in Section 2. 34

of its Rules , the

Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
A. Respondent Revlon , Inc. (Rev Ion) is a Delaware corporation
with its offce and principal place of business located at 767 Fifth

Ave. , New York , New York.
Respondent Revlon. Realistic Professional Products, Inc. (Realistic)

is an Ohio corporation with its offce and principal place of business
located at 3274 Beekman St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Respondent Deluxol Laboratories , Inc. (Deluxol) is an Ilinois
corporation with its offce and principal place of business located at
1130 E. 95th St., Chicago , Ilinois.
233- 73B 0 - 77 - 2
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jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding
B. The Federal Trade Commission has

is in the public interest.
ORDER

That respondents Revlon , Realistic and Deluxol,
It L, ordered.
corporations, their successors and assigns, and their officers , agents.
representatives and employees , directly or through any corporation,
subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale, or distribution of Revlon Realistic Protein
Permanent Crcme Rclaxer (Realistic Relaxer), French Perm Creme
Hair Relaxer (French Perm relaxer) or any hair care product in or
affccting commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended, do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Representing in writing, orally, visually, or in any other

manner, directly or by implication , that:

1. Any hair straightening product is comfortable , gentle or safe.
that
2. Any hair straightening product is mild provided. however.

respondents may use the words " mild strength" or " mild formula " to

designate those hair straightening products which contain a smaller
percentage of the active ingredient or ingredients than other hair

straightening products manufactured by respondents.
3. Any hair straightening product helps improve hair strength.
4. Any hair straightening product conditions or helps
hair or improves the condition of hair provided, however,

condition

that
respondents may represent that such products make or help make
hair more manageable , if at the time the represent-dtiofl

is riiiClc,

respondents have in their possession a reasonable basis , consisting of
competent and reliable controlled tests, to support such representations.

5. Any hair care product contains protein, unless, at the time the
representation is made, respondents have a reasonable basis,

consist

ing of competent and reliable controlled tests , to establish that at the
time it is used, such product contains protein or partially hydrolyzed
animal or vegetable protein having at lea8t a mean molecular weight
of 1000. This definition docs not include any derivative of protein or
partially hydrolyzed animal or vegetable protein obtained through
the condensation rcaction process of protein or partially hydrolyzed
animal or vegetable protein with other chemical8.

B. Representing, in any manner, directly or by implication, the
effcacy of any hair straightening product or the ingredients therein,

Decision and Order

unless, at the time such representation is made, respondents have in
basis, consisting of competent and
reliable controlled tests , to support such representation; or misrepresenting in any manner the nature of any such product or its
their possession a reasonable

ingredients or the effect of any such product or its ingredients on hair
ol'skin.olmny other structure of the body;

C. Representing, in any manner , directly or by implication, the
safety of any hair care product or the ingredients therein, unless at
the time such representation is made , respondents have in their
possession a reasonable basis, consisting of competent and reliable
controlled tests , to support such representation. For purposes ofthis
provision , failure to disclose facts shall not constitute a representa.
tion.

D. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertise-

ment of Realistic relaxer, French Perm relaxer , or any hair straight-

ening product of similar composition, which fails to disclose, clearly
and conspicuously with nothing to the contrary or in mitigation

thereof, the following statement exactly as it appears below:
WARNING: Follow directions carefully to avoid skin and scalp

irritation , hair breakage and eye injury.

That respondents Revlon , Realistic , and

It is further ordered,

Deluxol , corporations , their successors and assigns , and their officers

agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the advertising, offering for sale, sale , or distribution of Realistic

relaxer , French Perm relaxer , or any hair care product , do forthwith
cease and desist from:

A. Disseminating or causing to be disseminafeatJy United States.

mail or by any means in or having an effect upon commerce, as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended , for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce
directly or indirectly the purchase of any such product, any advertisement which contains a representation prohibited by Paragraph I
of this order or which omits a disclosure for such product required by
Paragraph I of this order.
B. Disseminating

or causing to be disseminated by any means , for

the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce,

directly or

indirectly, the purchase of any such product in or having an effect
commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , any advertisement which contains a represen-

..
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tation prohibited by Paragraph I of this order or which omits a
disclosure for such produet required by Paragraph I of this order.
That respondents Rev lon , Realistic , and
It is further ordered
Deluxol, corporations , their successors and assigns, and their officers,

agents , representatives and employees, directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with
the offering for sale , sale, or distribution of Realistic relaxer , French
Perm relaxer, or any hair straightening product of similar composition in or affecting commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Aet , as amended, do forthvvith cease and
desist from failing to include clearly and conspicuously

on the

information panel of the produet package , on the package insert, and
on the label of the relaxer container of any such produet , with
nothing to the contrary or in mitigation thereof, the following

disclosures exactly as they appear below:
WARNING: 1. This product contains sodium hydroxide (lye). You must follow
directions carefully to avoid skin and scalp burns, hair loss, and eye injury.
2. Do not use ifscalp is irritated or injured.

:i. Do not use on bleached hair. Do not use on permanently colored hair
which is breaking, splitting or otherwise damaged. For hair that has been
permanently colored and shows no sign of damage , use only mild strenbrth
formula.

4- If you have previously relaxed your hair, relax only the new growth, as
described in the directions.
5. If the relaxer causes skin or scalp irritation, rinse out immediately and
wash with the shampoo in the kit. If irritation persists or if hair loss occurs,

consult a physician
0
, rinse immedia
(j If the relaxer gets into eyes

Prm:ided ,

hlJwever

tely ancfcbhsiiltaphytlci::ri.

that if such hair straightening product

offered for sale, sold or distributed without a neutralizing shampoo
respondents will disclose the following in place of Warning No.
above:
;) If the relaxer causes skin or scalp irritation ,

rinse out immediately and wash
shampoo (pH below 7). If irritation persists , or if hair loss
physician.

with a non- alkaline
OCCllrs, consult a

It .is fll.rther crrdered
That respondents Revlon , Realistic, and
Deluxol shall cease and desist from using the work " protein " in the

trade name Revlon Realistic Protein Creme Relaxer and the trade

names of any hair care product, unless at the time the representation

. "
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is made , respondents have a reasonable basis, consisting of competent

and reliable controlled tests , to establish that at the time it is used
such , IJoduct contains protein or partially hydrolyzed animal or
vegetable protein having at least a mean molecular weight of 1000.

This definition does not include any derivative of protein or partially
hydrolyzed animal or vegetable protein obtained through the condensation reaction process of protein or partially hydrolyzed animal or
vegetable protein with other chemicals.

It

is

That respondents shall instruct each

fu' rther ordered

customer to whom they sell Realistic relaxer or French Perm relaxer,
to destroy all display advertisements for Realistic relaxer and French

Perm relaxer which contain any of the words or representations

prohibited by Paragraph I of this order or which fail to made the
affrmative disclosures for such products required by Paragraph Iof
this order. Respondents shall also instruct each of their customers
which is a wholesaler to instruct beauty salons and retail stores
which may have received
them.

It is further ordered.

such display advertisements to destroy

That respondents shall distribute a copy of

this order to their present and future offcers,
operating divisions and that respondents secure

directors, and

from each such

person a signed statement acknowledging receipt of the order.
VII
It is further ordered,
That respondents maintain complete business
records relative to the
continuing

manner and form of their

compliance with the terms and provisions of this order. Each record

shall be retained by respondents for at least three years after it is
made.
VIII
It is further ordered.

That respondents notify the Commission at

least thirty days prior to any proposed change in respondents, such as
dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor corporation or corporations ,

the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries , a change in the corporate name or address, or any other
change in the corporations which may affect compliance obligations
arising out of this order.
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That the respondents herein shall, within 120

day g after service of this order , file with the Commission a written
report setting forth in detail the manner and form of their compliance with this order.

Complaint

IN THE MATTER OF

CALIFORNIA AND HAWAIIAN SUGAR COMPANY
ET AL.
-- CONS/:T ORDER, ETC. ,

IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL " fRADE ' COMMISSION ACT

Docket C- 2858.

Complaint ,

.Ian,

6. 1.977 --

6: 1977

Decision. Jan.

Consent order requiring a San Francisco , Calif., seller of granulated sugar , and jts
advertising agency, Foote , Cone and Belding/Honig, Inc. , among other things
to cease misrepresenting or making unsubstantiated claims regarding the

superiority of their products over that of competing brands.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For

the

respondents:

Angeles , Calif. and

and

BenAlim

Alfred Lindeman.
Harrison,

George Link. Brobeck, Phlegee
Quincy, White, Sidley

Austin,

Los

Chicago, Ill.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act,

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that California and

Hawaiian Sugar ('ompany, a corporation , and Foote , Cone & Beld-

ing/Honig, Inc. ,

a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respon-

dents, have violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the

Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent California and Hawaiian Sugar Compa-

ny is a corporation organized , existing and doingJ usiness under and
princlpal
by virtue of the laws of the State of California : with its
,
San
Francisco
offce and place of business located at 1 California St.
California.
PAR. 2. Respondent Foote , Cone & Belding/Honig, Inc. is a
corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of California , with its office and
principal place of business located at 55 Francisco St. ,

San Francisco

California.

PAR. 3. Respondent California and Hawaiian Sugar Company is
now , and for some time last past has heen, engaged in the manufacture , sale and distribution of refined sugars which come within the
classification of a " food " as said term is defined in the FederaJ Trade

- - -',,-
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Commission Act. Its refined sugars are usually sold for household use
under the " C&H" brand.
PAR. 4. Respondent Foote , Cone & Belding/Honig, Inc. is now, and
for some time last past has been, . the advertising agency of California
and Hawaiian Sugar Company, and now and for some time last past

has prepared and placed for dissemination and has caused the

dissemination of advertising material , including but not limited to

the advertising referred to herein, to promote the sale of California
and Hawaiian Sugar Company s refined sugars , which come within
the classification of " food " as said term is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 5. Respondent California and Hawaiian Sugar Company
causes the said products, when sold, to be transported frbm its place
of business in one State of the United States to purchasers located in
various other States of the United States. Respondent California and
Hawaiian Sugar Company maintains, and at all times mentioned
herein has maintained , a course of trade in said products in or
affecting commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act. The volume of business in such commerce has been
and is substantial.
PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of their said businesses,

respondents have disseminated, . and caused the dissemination of

certain advertiBements concerning the said refined sugars by various
means in or affecting commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , including but not limited to , televi.
sion and radio broadcasts transmitted by television and radio stations
located in various States of the United States , having sufficient
power to carry such broadcasts across state lines, for the
-c -purpose.oC
inducing and which are likely to induce , directly or liidln;ctly, the
purchase of said product; and have disseminated ,

and caused the

dissemination of, advertisements concerning said product by various

means ,

including but not limited to the aforesaid media , for the

purpose of inducing and which were likely to induce, directly or
indirectly, the purchase of said refined sugars in or affecting
commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 7. Typical of the statements and representations in said

advertisements ,

qisserninated as aforesaid

, but not all inclusive

thereof, are the folJowing television and radio commercials 1 purport-

ing to be recorded on the scene in supermarkets:
, Inthe5cripb"rt;aidcommerc;a!s

lhel"olIGwin!;ubbrev;"tiDnsnreused

,IfnOU!1cer

! =. int.erviewer

(C,,,ri,,w.'di
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FOOTE, CONE & BELDING/HONIG
CLIENT

C and H Sugar Company

RADIO COPY

PRO-

GRAM
PROD-

UCT
TIJ\1E

DA Radio Interview #1) - Joyce
Pavlovsky
-,6

ST A/CITY

May 12 ,

DATE

A; Why do women pick

one

brand over

another?

1975

Mrs. Joyce Pavlovsky spelled

it out for us in this supermarket interview.
J; You picked C and H Sugar and I'm

curious: Why do you buy C and H?

R: I buy C and II aJ) the time because it' s the finest qualiy sugar that I can
find and this is what I want for my family.
I: What is it about C and H that you like? What does

it say for you that

makes it different?
R WeJI , I know it' s a pure product. Pure cane sugar from Hawaii. So I believe
it and so I buy it and it' s always worked weJl for me.
I: To me sugar is sugar. AI! brands are the same.
R: No! To me sugar isn t sugar. ' Cause I've tried other brands.
I: Isn t this other brand pure cane sugar from Hawaii?

t know because I don t think it says it. And this says it! And I belive it
because they wouldn t be allowed to put it on the package unless it were so.

R: I don

Pure cane sugar. So I buy C and H.
I: If you want pure cane sugar from Hawaii , you

re sure of gettng it with C

and H. It says so .
R: On tl?e package!

FOOTE , CONE & BELDING/HONIG
CLiENT

:60
show
C and H Sugar Company

PROD-

DA Radjo Interview #3 -

UCT

Joanne Wickley

TIME

RADIO COPY

PROGRAM

STA/ClTY

DATE 5/12/71)

you.

A: Does the information on food labels really i uence women? Mrs. Joanne
Wickley feels pretty strongly about it , as this supermack t i.Qtervie.wwiH
L You picked C and H Sugar. My question is " why?"

R Well , you know that it' s

pure cane sugar. Says so right on t.he package.

I: Aren t aU sugars the same ? I mean, really, sugar is sugar. Now ,

t.here

othcr brands on the shelf. I mean , isn t that pure cane sugar from Hawaii?
R: I don t know. It doesn t say that on there.
1: And what about C and H? What does

that do that makes it different?

R It teJls us where it' s from. 1t tells us that it' s pure cane sugar.
t And really, this impresses you?
respond"nt- consunwr
DA - devil' sndvo\'"le

. .

. .
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Yes! People read labels these days. They like to know what' s in it , where it
cdmesfrom and we can depend upon it' s.
what it says right here.
I: And you re honestly telling me that there i."i a difference between brands of
sugar?

really is.
- f R: There
you want pure cane sugar from Hawaii , you
r: If

re sure

of getting

it with C

andH.
Right.

FOOTE, CONE & BELDING/HONIG
CLIENT

C and H Sugar Company

TIME

PROD-

Pure Cane Sugar

DATE

TV SCRIPT
,30
June 23 , 1975

DC"T

SPO

PACKAGE INFO"

Final - Short form - legal

1. MAN WITH SHOPPING CART FULL (SILENT, EXCEPT POSSIBLY FOR
OF PACKAGES (NO BRAND NAMES). MUTED STORE SOUNDS.)
HE WHEELS DOWN AISLE TOWARD

CAMERA, STOPS AT SUGAR SECTION.
2. CU. HE TAKES GENERIC PACKAGE

ON CAMERA ANNOUNCER
(TO HIMFROM SHELF. TURNS IT OVER AND SELF, IN A RATHER DRY , WRY,
OVER IN HIS HAND, LOOKING FOR FLAT VOICE.)

SOMETHING ON THE LABEL.

It doesn t say. It just doesn t say.

(TO VIEWER) Did you ever notice
3. HE SHAKES HIS HEAD IN RESIG- many sugar packages don t tell you
NATION, SHRUGS AND PUTS PACK- what the sugar is made from. They just
AGE BACK.
say " granulated. " On the other hand -

4. HE TAKES DOWN A C AND H most people who make cane sugar PACKAGE.

like C and H - proudlyput the word " cane " on every label.

5. SHOW CU LABEL WITH WORDS
PURE CANE SUGAR" AND " HA-

Besides that.

WAII.

comes

6. MEDIUM. HOLDS C AND H PACKAGE THEN ANOTHER CU OF PACK-

Hawaii,

AGE.

it with C and H.

INTOCUm' CANDH.

they tell you

where

from. Hawaii.

, if you want
you

can be

sure

ane sugar
you re

from
getting

Says so right on the label.

PAR. 8. Through the use of said advertisements and others similar
thereto not specificaIly set out herein , disseminated as aforesaid,
respondents have represented , directly and by implication, that:
1. There are differences in granulated sugars.
2. C&H brand granulated sugar derived from Hawaiian sugar

cane is different from and superior to other granulated sugars in
quality and purity.
In making said representations , respondents have failed to specify
any consumer use of said sugar with respect to which C&H brand
sugar is significantly difIerent from or superior to other sugar.

,, ""

CALIFORNIA AND HAWAIIAN SUGAR CO. ,

", n
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PAR. 9. In truth and in fact, with respect to the uses for which
consumers generally purchase such sugar:
. There are no differences in granulated sugars. They are all 99.
percent suhose, C'2 011, a carbohydrate.
2. C&H brand granulated ' sliar

.derived from Hawaiian sugar

cane is not different from or superior to other granulated sugars in
quality or purity.
Therefore , the advertisements referred to in Paragraph Seven
were and are misleading in material respects and constituted , and
now constitute false advertisements " as that term is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, and the statements and representations set forth in Paragraphs Seven and Eight were, and are, false,

misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 10. In certain commercials , disseminated as aforesaid, respondents have represented ,

directly and by implication, that certain

brands of sugar other than C&H do not disclose what their sugar is
made from or where it comes from , and that such nondisclosure is a

material fact which implies such competitive brands come from an
inferior source of sugar. In truth and in fact, with respect to the uses
for which Consumers generally purchase such sugar ,
material fact that competitive brands of sugar do not

their sugar is made from or where it comes

it is not a

disclose what

from, and such

nondisclosure does not imply that such competitive brands

come

from an inferior source of sugar. For consumer uses, all granulated
sugars are substantially the same regardless of sugar source. They
are a11 99. 9 percent sucrose , CJ2
0'I, a carbohydrate.
Therefore, the advertisements referred to in Paragraph Seven
were and are misleading in material respects and constituted, and
now constitute false advertisements " as that term is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , and the statewents, representations
and practices set forth in Paragraphs Seven and 'Ieh were, aru:Lare,

false, misleading and deceptive to consumers , and unfair acts and
practices to competitors.
PAR. 11. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, and at

all times mentioned herein, respondent California and Hawaiian
Sugar Company has been , and now is , in substantial competition , in
commerce, with corporations, firms and individuals in the sale of food
products . of the same general kind and nature as that sold by
respondent.
PAR, 12. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, and at
all times mentioned herein, respondent Foote , Cone & Beld-

ing/Honig, Inc. has been, and now is , in substantial competition in
commerce with other advertising agencies.
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PAR. 13. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false, misleading

and deceptive statements, representations and practices and the
dissemination of the aforesaid " false advertisements " has had , and
now has, the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the

consuming public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said
statements and representations were and are true and into the

purchase of substantial quantities of respondent California

and

Hawaiian Sugar Company s refined sugars by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 14. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents including
the dissemination of " false advertisements " as herein alleged , were

and are all to the prejudice

and injury of the public and of

respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
and deceptive acts and practices
in
or affecting commerce and unfair
methods of competition in or affecting commerce in violation of
Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
DECISIOS A"D ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the San Francisco Regional Offce
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter

executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by
jurisdictional facts set forth in the
aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
the respondents of all the

admission by respondents that the jaw has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the

Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered

the matter and

having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the

comments filed thereafter pursuant to Section 2. 34 of its Rules , now
in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of
its Rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the
following jurisdictional findings ,

and enters the following order:

.CALIFORNIA AND HAWAIIAN SUGAR CO. , ET AL
Decision and Order

1. Respondent

California and Hawaiian Sugar Company is a

corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by
vi;rtue of the laws of the State of California , with its offce and
incipal' place of business 10c1!ted at 1 California St. , San Francisco,

California.

Respondent Foote, Cone & Belding/Honig, Inc. is a corporation
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of California, with its offce and principal place of
business located at 55 Francisco St. , San Francisco, California.

jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
2. The Federal Trade Commission has

is in the public interest.
ORDER
It

is

ordered,

That respondents California and Hawaiian Sugar

Company, a corporation, and Foote, Cone & Belding/Honig, Inc. , a

corporation, their successors and assigns. and their officers , agents
representatives and employees, directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of granulated sugar
packaged for retail consumption , forthwith cease and desist from:

Disseminating or causing the dissemination of any advertisement by means of the United States mail or in or having an effect
upon commerce by any means, as " commerce " is defined in the

Federal Trade Commission Act, which represents , directly or by
implication:
(A) (i) That there are differences in granulated sugars , or that C&H

granulated sugar derived from Hawaiian sugar cane is superior to or
different from sugar derived from sugar b"ets or sugar cane from
places other than Hawaii , unless (a) such re "resel1te difference. or
such sugar which is specified
in the advertisement , (b) the difference or superiority is substantiat-

superiority relates to a consumer use of

ed by competent and reliable evidence prior to making the representation , and (c) such substantiation includes competent and reliable

evidence that the difference or superiority is discernible to or of
benefit to the class of consumers to whom the representation is
directed.
(ii)
Provided, however that it shall not be a violation of this order to
use the phrase " pure cane sugar from Hawaii" as a means of

identifying the geographic origin and type of granulated sugar
marketed under the C&H brand name in any context wherein the
quality of the sugar marketed under the C&H brand is not expressly
or implicitly compared with the quality of any other sugar. Where an
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advertisement contains the phrase " pUre cane sugar from Hawaii"
and a depiction of C&H sugar, without any representation referring
to any competitor s sugar product, or any representation that C&H
sugar possesses a depicted , characteristic or quality to a: degree
different from competitive brands of sugar, the advertisement wil

not be deemed to contain an implied comparison.
(iii)

that if an advertisement makes a

It is further provided.

positive or absolute and truthful representation concerning C&H
sugar without any representation concerning any competitor s sugar
product , or without any representation that C&H sugar possesses a

depicted characteristic or quality to a degree different from competitors ' brands of sugar, the advertisement wilI not be deemed to contain

an implied comparison under this order.

(B) That the label , advertising or packaging of any brand of
granulated sugar other than C&H does not disclose the source or
origin of its sugar , unless the advertisement specifies a consumer use
of sugar with respect to which C&H sugar is different from such other
sugar and such difference is substantiated by competent and reliable
evidence prior to making the representation.
2. Disseminating, or causing the dissemination of, any advertisement by any means , for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to

induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of any such product, in or
having an effect upon commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, which contains any of the representations prohibited in Paragraph 1 above.
Provided, however,
that it shall not be considered a violation of this
order for Foote , Cone & Belding/Honig, Inc. to make what would
otherwise be a false or misleading c1aim or representation concerning -

the qualities of C&H sugars or competitive sugars ifthatl"espondent
shows that it neither had any knowledge of the falsity of or

misleading character of such representation nor had any reason to
know , nor upon reasonable inquiry could have known its false,
deceptive or misleading nature.
It is further ordered

That the respondent

corporations shaii

forthwith distribute a copy of this order to each of their operating
divisions.
It is further ordered.

That respondents notify the Commission at

corporate
respondents such as dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of
least 30 days prioT to any proposed change in the

subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect

compliance obligations arising out of the order.
It is further ordered,
That the respondents herein shaii within sixty

CALH' UtU'Il.t

J"\,l

JJ ,
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(60) days after service upon them of this order,

fie with the

Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner

and form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATrER OF

SALOMON/NORTH AMERICA, INC.
CpNSENT ORDER, ETC.; TN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 2859.

Complaint ,

Jan.

, 1.977

Decision, Jan.

6, 1977

Consent order requiring a Peabody, Mass. ,

manufacturer and distributor of ski
bindings and related ski equipment , among other things, to cease establishing
and maintaining resale prices; soliciting the identities of dealers failing to

observe respondent' s sales policy; threatening the termination of those
dealerships; and restricting product sales only to authorized dealers. Addition-

ally, the order requires respondent to indicate on each page of disseminated
material containing retail prices, that these prices are suggested or approximate; and to maintain a five- year fie containing correspondence and
explanations of refusals to deal.

Appearances
For the Commission:

David W DiNardi.

For the respondent:

Blair L. Perry

and

John H.

Morton, Hale &

Dorr Boston, Mass.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that Salomon/North
America , Inc. , a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent
has violated and is now violating the provisions of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act (38 Stat. 719 ,

as..mended; :C5-

45), and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in

respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
complaint , stating its charges with respect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Salomon/North America , Inc. is a
corporation organized , existing and doing business
virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with

under and by
its offce and

principal place of business located at 7 Dearborn Road,

Peabody,

Massachusetts.
PAR. 2. Respondent has been and is now engaged in the manufac-

ture, sale and distribution of ski bindings and related items
hereinafter referred to as said products. Respondent' s products are
subsequently distributed and sold to authorized dealers throughout

the United States for resale to the general public.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid,

.__-
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respondent has been and is now engaged in commerce or its acts and

practices affect commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amended , in that respondent has sold and
caused and now causes said products to he shipped from the state in
which tl"ey are manufactured or warehoused to other states of the
United States for resale and
dishibfltiohthrough authorized dealers
to the general public.
PAR. 4. Except to the extent that competition has been hampered or
restrained as set forth in this complaint, respondent has been and is
now in competition with other persons, firms and corporations
engaged in the manufacture , sale and distribution of said products.
PAR. 5. Respondent , in combination, agreement or arrangement

with certain of its authorized dealers , or with the cooperation or
acquiescence of other dealers, has for the last several years been

engaged in a planned course of action to fix, establish an" maintain
certain specified uniform prices at which said products are resold. In
furtherance of said planned course of action , respondent has for the
past several years engaged in the following acts and practices, among
others:
(a) Regularly furnishing its dealers with price lists and necessary
supplements thereto containing certain resale or retail prices;

(b) Establishing contracts, agreements and arrangements with its
dealers, one or more of whom are located in states which do not have
fair trade laws, as a condition precedent to the granting of a

dealership, that such dealers will maIntain certain resale or retail
pnces;

(c) Informing its dealers, by direct and indirect means, that
dealers to maintain and
enforce certain resale or retail prices , or such dealerships will be
respondent expects and requires such

terminated;
(d) Requiring its dealers to agree not to sen oN,thexwise supply,

furnish said products to anyone who is not an authorized dealer of the
respondent;

(e) Soliciting and obtaining from its dealers, cooperation and
assistance in identifying and reporting any dealer who advertises, or
offers to sell , or sells said products at prices lower than certain resale
or retail prices; and
(I) Directing its salesmen , representatives and other employees to
secure and report information identifying any dealer who fails to
adhere to and maintain certain resale or retail prices.
PAR. 6. By means of such acts and practices , including but not

limited to the foregoing, respondent, in combination , agreement , or

arrangement with certain of its authorized dealers and with the

' - '--
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acquiescence of other authorized dealers, has established , maintained

and pursued a planned course of action to fix and maintain certain
resale or retail prices at which said products wil be resold.
PAR. 7. The aforementioned acts and practices of respondent have

been 'ind are now having the effect of hampering and restraining
competition in the resale and distribution of said products, and
constitute unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce
all in derogation of the public interest and in violation ofSectiLn 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption

hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Boston Regional Offce
proposed to present to the

Commission for its consideration and

which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent , its attorneys, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for

settlement purposes only and does not

constitute an admission by respondent that the law has been violated
as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the

comments filed thereafter pursuant to Section 2. 34 of its Rules , now
in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of
its Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the
following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Salomon/North America, Inc. (Salomon), is a

corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware with

its offce and

principal place of business at 7 Dearborn Road, Peabody, Massachusetts.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

-.
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matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered,

That Salomon/North America , Inc. , a corporation

(hereafter Salomon), its subsidiaries, successors and assigns , and its

officers and directors and Salomon s

agents ,

representatives and

employees , individually or in concert, directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the manufacture , distribution , offering for sale or sale of ski bindings,
ski equipment and related items or any other product (hereinafter
the " Products ) in or affecting commerce, as " commerce iB defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, do forthwith

cease and desist from:
A. Making or enforcing any oral or written contract , agreement
or arrangement pursuant to which such dealer , distributor or retailer

agrees not to sell the Products at prices less than minimum retail

prices established by Salomon.

B. Making or enforcing any oral or written contract agreement or
arrangement which restricts the class or type of customer to whom

such dealer , distributor or retailer may sell the products.
C. Making or enforcing any oral or' written contract , agreement

or arrangement which restricts the site or location at which such

dealer, distributor or retailer may sell the Products.
D. Making or enforcing any oral or written contract, agreement
or arrangement which prohibits such dealer, distributor or retailer
from advertising, promoting or offering for sale any of the Products
at less than minimum prices specified

Salomon_"

E. Requesting or requiring any dealer or prosp ective dealer,

either directly or indirectly, to report any dealer, person or firm who
does not adhere to any suggested retail price for any of said Products,

or acting on reports so obtained by refusing or threatening to refuse
sales of the Products to any dealer , person or firm so reported.

F. Publishing, disseminating or circulating any pricelist , price

book , price tag, advertising or promotional materiaJ , or other
document (" Promotional Material" ) indicating any resale or retail

prices for the Products without stating on each page of such
Promotional Material which includes a list or statement of the

suggested retail prices of any or all of the Products that the price is a
suggested or an approximate retail price.
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Nothing contained in this order shall be construed as limiting or
restricting the rights of Salomo!, (a) to require that each dealer or
sells the Pr oducts at retail shall be fully qualified to
perform Proper Fitting Services (as that term is hereafter defined);
and (b) to require that each dealer or retailer who sells the Products

. retaiter who

at retail actually shall provide Proper Fitting Services to

customers who purchase the

retail

Products; and (c) to require that

distributors , dealers and retailers refrain from reselling the Products
to dealers or retailers who are not fuJIy qualified and wiHing to

provide Proper Fitting Services to retail customers;

provided

that

Salomon shall make available to aJI present and prospe,tive dealers
an opportunity for instruction in performing Proper Fitting Serviees
except where Salomon has lawful business reasons (other than the

inability to perform Proper Fitting Services)

for not selling the

Products to any particular dealer. As used in this paragraph II, the
term " Proper Fitting Services " means the mounting and installing of
the Products upon the skis of a retail or rental customer , and the
fitting and adjustment of the Products to the boots of such customer
in a workmanlike and proper manner, having due regard for the

physical qualifications and skiing abilities of such customer, in order
to minimize the risk of injury to such customer and other persons and
property and to minimize the potentia i liabilities of Salomon and its
distributors , dealers and retailers.

It is further ordered,
That Salomon shall , within fifty- nine (59) days
after service upon it of this order , mail a copy oftll!s oraer to each of
its dealers in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico , the District of
Columbia and in those states which as of February 28 , 1975, did not
permit fair trade contracts , under cover
of the
Jetter annexed hereto
as Exhibit A , and furnish the Commission proof of the mailing

thereof.

It is further ordered That Salomon notify the Commission at least
thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in Salomon such as
dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor corporation , the creation of or dissolution of subsidiaries or
any other such change in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations arising out
of the
order.

-.
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It is further ordered,

That Salomon shall forthwith distribute a

copy of this order to each of its operating divisions and to all of its
sales personnel and shall instruct each sales person employed by it

riuw or th the future to read tbis order and to be familar with its
provisions and to comply with it. The failure of such sales person to
comply with this order shall be grounds for immediate dismissal.

It is further ordered,

That Salomon herein for a period of five (5)

years from the date of this signing establish and maintain a fie of all
records referring or relating to Salomon s refusal to sell the Products
to any dealer , which fie sball contain a copy of any written
communication to any such dealer explaining Salomon s refusal to
seJJ , and which fie wil be made available for Commission inspection
on reasonable notice.
VII
It is further ordered That Salomon shall, within sixty (60) days
after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.

EXHIBIT A

Letterhead of Salomon/North America ,

Inc,

Dear DeaJer:

Enclosed is a copy of a consent order which Salmon/North America , Inc. has signed
with the Federal Trade Commission. The consent order'

coern

s 5mr pricing

Jicies

and distribution activities.

SaJomon has entered into this agreement

solely to settle a dispute with the

Commission and to avoid the expense and delays of litigation. The agreement and
cocJosed Consent order should not he considered as an admission that we have violated

any of the laws administered by theCommis"ion. Moreover, you should not assume
that any of the allegations in the complaint are true or that any statements in the

consent order ref1ect prior pricing or marketing practices of Salomon. Instead ,

the

order merely ref1ects the terms of Salomon s agreement with the Federal Trade

Commission and relates to Salomon s activities in the future.

It is important that you read and understand the terms of the enclosed consent order.
There are , however, three essential points for you to remember.
(1) You are free to set your own retaiJ or resale prices for Salomon products.
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(2) We wil not solicit , invite or encourage any dealer , or any other person to report any
dealer not following any retail or resale price for any Salomon products. Furthermore
we will not act on any such reports sent to us.
(3) We . wil not require or induc o:ny dralcr to-- refrain from advertising- Salomon

:. product

at any price or from offering or selling our products at any price to any

person.

You must realize , however, that the consent order itself is controlJing rather than our
summary of its essential points. If you should have any questions, please call me or
John O' Malley

at 800- 225- 6818

Growth and Happiness
Fred Schaeffer

President
Ene.

(Northeast) or 800- 225- 6850 (Other).
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IN THE MATTER OF

IDEA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, lNC., ET AL.

INJ EGARD
TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

CONSENT ORDER, ETC.,

Docket 90:12. Complaint, May

6: 1975 -

Decision, ,Ian.

11. 1977

Consent order requiring a Mesquite , Tex. , idea promotion firm , among other things
to cease misrepresenting the nature and value
of its services; misrepresenting
its ability to successfully promote ideas , inventions , or products; to its clients.
Further. respondents are required to disclose , in contracts and promotional

material , the lack of confidentiality afforded its clients ' ideas. the ramifications of contracting with respondents prior to contacting an independent
of monies
patent attorney, and the amount
earned by previous clients through
a ten day

respondents' endeavors. The order additionally requires

the ' execution

period before

cooling-off

of contracts and prohibits respondents from

accepting any fee other than a

percentage of

royalties resulting from its

effort.

Appearances

Tex.
For the Commission:

Paul W. Turley, John J. Hemrick

and

Richard

H Gateley.

For the respondents:

Melvyn Carson Bruder

and

Jack Kanz,

DaIlas,

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believ!" that Idea Research and
Development, Inc. , a corporation, and Kells BlakelyShanks amiJack

Earnest Trout ,

individually and as offcers of said corporation ,

and

Walter Glenn Ford, individually and as an employee of said
corporation, hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondents, have

violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would he in the public

interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges

in that

respect as foIlows:

1. DEFINITIONS

PARAGRAPH L For purposes of this complaint the foIl owing

definitions shaii apply:
A. " Idea " shaii mean any idea, invention or product;
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B. " Client" shall mean any party that has entered

into an

agreement with respondents for the " promotion " of an " idea;

C. " Financial

gain "

shall mean an amount of money greater than
the amount of money paid by a " client" to respondents.
D. . ' Promotion " shall mean the evaluation , development, manufactiirfng, marketing or otherwise contributing to the success or
growth of an " idea.
II. RESPONDENTS

PAR. 2. Respondent Idea Research and Development, Inc. , is a
corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by

virtue of the laws of the State of Texas, with its principal office and
place of business located at 3318 Interstate 30 East , Mesquite , Texas.
Respondent Kells Blakely Shanks is an individual and an offcer of
corporate respondent. He formulates , directs and controls the acts

and practices of the corporate respondent including the acts and
practices hereinafter set forth. His address is 10347 Plummer , Dallas,
Texas.

Respondent Jack Earnest Trout is an individual and an offcer of
corporate respondent. He formulates, directs and controls the acts
and practices of the corporate respondent including the acts arid

, Texas.

practices hereinafter set forth. His address is 9033

Thorn ton Freeway

East, Mesquite
Respondent WaIter Glenn Ford is an individual and an employee of

corporate respondent. He formulates, directs and controls the acts
and practices of the corporate respondent including the acts and

practices hereinafter set forth. His address is 821 Vinecrest Lane,
Richardson, Texas.

III. NATURE OF TRADE AND COMMERCE

PAR. 3. Respondents are now and have been engaged in the
advertising, offering for sale and sale of contracts for future services
in connection with the evaluation, development, manufacturing and
marketing of ideas. The consideration required by respondents is and
has been generally between $750. 00 and $1, 200. 00.
IV. JURISDICTION

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid,
respondents now cause, and have caused, their advertising materials,
contracts, and various business papers to be transmitted through the
United States mail and other interstate instrumentalities from their
place of business in the State of Texas to their places of business
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agents, representatives , employees, clients and prospective clients in
various other States of the United States and the District of
CGlum

and now maintain anrloperate and have maintained and

operated: places of business and have made substantial sales of their

agreements to clients in various States of the United States, and
maintain and at all times mentioned herein have maintainea,. a
substantial course oftrade in or affecting commerce , as defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct oftheir aforesaid business, and at
respondents are , and have been, in
,
in
commerce,
with corporations , firms and
substantial competition
individuals offering contracts for future services in connection with
the evaluation, development, manufacturing and marketing of ideas.

all times mentioned herein,

V.

ACTS AND PRACTICES

PAR. 6. In the further course and conduct of their aforesaid

business , respondents now cause and have caused the dissemination
of advertisements in various publications of general circulation , the
broadcast of radio and television advertisements, the distribution of

advertising materials to members of the public, and are now making

and have made sales presentations by means of oral and written
statements. -By and through such means, respondents have made and
are making representations that:

A. Respondents possess the ability to recognize ideas which may

result in financial gains;

B. Respondents

possess engineering and marketing expertise

necessary for the development and promotion of ideas.
C. Hespondents

protection for clients

' ideas.
the ability to o

possess adequate knowledge to provide legal

D. Respondents have

btaI!'f manufilcturi!)K

COn,

tracts for their clients; .
the ability to obtain financial gains for their
,
including
but
not
limited to potential income to be derived by
clients
their clients from sales, licensing or royalty agreements.
E. Respondents have

PAR. 7. By and through the statements and representations alleged

in Paragraph 6 herein , respondents have represented and are now
representing, directly or by implication , that clients wil have their
ideas reviewed and evaluated by qualified and appropriately licensed

persons; that clients receive legal protection for their ideas; that
clients ' ideas wil be manufactured and marketed; and as a result of
contracting with respondents ,

clients will receive a financial gain.

PAR. 8. In truth and in fact, few , if any, of respondents ' clients have
their ideas reviewed and evaluated by qualified and appropriately
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licensed persons; receive legal protection for their ideas; have their
ideas manufactured or marketed; or receive a financial gain as a
result of contracting with respondents. Therefore , the acts and

practices alleged in Paragraph 7 herein are deceptive , false , misleading and unfair.
PAR. 9. In the further course and conduct of their aforesaid

business, respondents have failed to protect clients ' investments and

have failed to disclose facts concerning the probability that such
clients will receive a financial gain as a result of contracting with
respondents.
Since few , if any, of respondents ' clients receive or have received
financial gains as a result of contracting with respondents, respon-

dents know or should have known that their clients ' investments are

unprotected and that their clients will not obtain financial gains.
Therefore , respondents , by inducing their clients to pay substantial
sums of money without adequate protection for such clients ' investments and without a disclosure of facts concerning the probability of
a client receiving a

financial gain which if known to certain

prospective clients, would likely affect their decision of whether to
execute contracts with respondents , are engaging in unfair acts or

practices constituting a continuing violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act (15. l:.

c. 15).

PAR. 10. In the further course and conduct of their aforesaid

business , respondents have represented , directly or indirectly, that
their clients ' ideas have adequate legal protection. Respondents have
failed to disclose to their clients the degree of legal protection being
afforded the clients ' ideas and the risk involved in contracting with
respondents concerning potential patent rights. Such disclosures
include , but are not limited to:
A. Respondents fail to disclose that they afford no legal protection recognized by the United States Patent Office.

Respondents fail to disclose that the ordinary course of conduct
of their business may be construed by the United States Patent Office

to constitute publication of the clients ' idea.
Respondents fail to disclose that publication of an unprotected
idea for a period of one year or more may constitute a waiver of any

patentable rights the client may have.
D. Respondents

fail to disclose that their clients must maintain

the confidentiality of their ideas.
Respondents ' failure to disclose such

consequences in language

calculated to be readily understood by their clients is a failure to
disclose material facts which if known to prospective clients would
likely affect their decision of whether to execute contracts with
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respondents. Respondents ' aforesaid failure to disclose material facts
is an unfair act or practice in violation of Section 5 of the Federal

Trade Commission Act.
AR. t. Respondents as aforesaid have been and are now failing to
disclose material facts while using other false, misleading, deceptive

or unfair acts or

practices, to induce persons to pay over to

res pondents substantial sums of money for contracts whose value to

the said persons for services by respondents was and is virtually
worthless. Respondents have received the said sums and have failed
to offer to refund and refuse to refund such money to such persons.

The use by respondents

of the

aforesaid practices and their

continued retention of the said sums, as aforesaid , is an unfair act or
practice and a continuing violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act (15 U.

c. 45).

PAR. 12. The use by respondents of the aforementioned unfair,
false , misleading and deceptive acts , practices, statements or repre.
sentations has had and now has , a capacity and tendency to mislead
and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into
erroneous and mistaken beliefs and into the execution of contracts
with respondents by reason of said erroneous and mistaken beliefs.
PAR. 13. The aforementioned acts and practices , as herein alleged
have caused and are now causing substantial pecuniary losses to
persons contracting with respondents and are all to the prejudice and
injury of the public and respondents ' competitors and have constitut.
, and now constitute , unfair methods of competition in commerce
and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation
of Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having issued its comp1ainLoIJ May 6 1975
charging respondents named in the caption hereof with vIolation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , and respondents having been
served with a copy ofthat complaint; and
The Commission having withdrawn the matter from adjudication
pursuant to Section 3. 25 ofthe Commission s Rules of Practice for the
purpose of negotiating a settlement by entry of a consent order; and
Respondents and counsel for the complaint having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by
respondents of aJl jurisdictional facts set forth in the complaint , and
waivers and an understanding that the agreement does not affect the
Commission 8 right to seek consumer redress and
required hy the Commission s Hules; and

provisions as

The Commission having thereafter considered the aforesaid agree.

.
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ment and having determined that it provides an adequate basis for
appropriate disposition of this proceeding, and having accepted said
agreement, and the agreement containing consent order having
placed on the public record .fOrii per.iodof sixty (60) days, and having
. duly c;nsidered the comments filed thereafter pursuant to Section
25(d) of its Rules, now , in further conformity with the procedure
prescribed in its Rules, the following findings , are made , and the
following order is entered:
Respondents have waived, without admitting, any rights to contest
in the administrative proceeding the findings of fact and conclusions

of law made herein. It is expressly provided that said findings shall
not be conclusive in any action which may be brought under Section
19(a)(2) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended' (15
57b(a)(2)).
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. Respondent Idea Research and Development, Inc. is a corpora-

tion organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Texas, with its principal office and place of
business located at 3318 Interstate 30 East, Mesquite, Texas.
2. Respondent Kells Blakely Shanks is an individual and an
offcer of corporate respondent. He formulates , directs and controls
the acts and practices of the corporate respondent including the acts
and practices hereinafter set forth. His address is P. O. Box 28502

Dallas, Texas.
3. Respondent Jack Earnest Trout is an individual and an officer
of corporate respondent. He formulates , directs and controls the acts
and practices of the corporate respondent includjng the acts . and
practices hereinafter set forth. His address is 1427 L;;;;ce f6t;Borger

Texas.
4. Respondent Walter Glenn Ford

is an individual and is a former

employee of corporate respondent. He formulates, directs and
controls the acts and practices of the corporate respondent including

the acts and practices

hereinafter set forth. His address is 2202

Delwin Circle, Kileen, Texas.
5. Respondents are now and have been engaged in the advertis-

ing, offering for sale and sale of contracts for future services in
connection with the evaluation , development , manufacturing and
marketing of ideas. The consideration required by respondents is and
has been generally between $750 and $1

200.

aforesaid,
their advertising materials,

6. In the course and conduct of their business as
respondents now cause , and have caused ,

'on tracts, and various business papers to be transmitted through the

,,
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United States mail and other interstate instrumentalities from their
place of business in the State of Texas to their places of business

age.ts

employee

, rep,.esentatives,

clients

al1dprospective clients in

various .other States of the ' Unite d States and the District

Columbia, and now maintain and operate and have maintained and

operated, places of business and have made substantial sales of their
agreements to clients in various States of the United States , and
maintain and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a

substantial course oftracle in or affecting commerce, as defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act,

their aforesaid business, and at all
times mentioned herein , respondents are, and have been , in sllbstantial competition, in commerce , with corporations, firms and iridividuals offering contracts for future services in connection with the
evaluation , development, manufacturing and marketing of ideas.
7, In the course and conduct of

8, In the further course and conduct of their aforesaid business

respondents now cause and have caused the dissemination of

advertisements in various publications of general circulation , the

broadcast of radio and television advertisements, the distribution of

advertising materials to members of the public , and are now making

and have made sales presentations by means of oral and written
statements, By and through such means , respondents have made and
are making representations that:

A, Respondents possess the ability to recognize ideas which may
result in financial gains;
B. Respondents

possess engineering and marketing expertise

necessary for the development and promotion of ideas;
Respondents possess adequate knowledge , to 'provide legal
protection for clients ' ideas;
D. Respondents have the

ability to obtain manufacturing con,

tracts for their clients;

Respondents have the ability to obtain financial gains for their
clients , including hut not limited to potential income to be derived by
their clients from sales , licensing or royalty agreements.
9, By and through the statements and

representations alleged in

Paragraph 8 herein , respondents have represented and are now
representing, directly or by implication , that clients will have their
ideas reviewed and evaluated by qualified and appropriately licensed
persons; that clients receive legal protection for their ideas; that

clients ' ideas will be manufactured and marketed; and as a result of
contracting with respondents , clients will receive a financial gain.
10, In truth and in fact , few, if any, of respondents ' clients have
their ideas reviewed and evaluated by qualified and appropriately
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licensed persons; receive legal protection for their ideas; have their
ideas
manufac ured or marketed; or receive a financial gain as a
result of contracting with respondents.
1l" In the further COUTS';'

and cOhduct of their aforesaid business,

respondents have failed to protect clients' investments and have
failed to disclose facts concerning the probability that such clients
will receive a financial gain as a result of contracting with respondents.
12. Since few , if any, of respondents '

clients receive or have

received financial gains as a result of contracting with respondents
respondents know or should have known that their clients ' investments are unprotected and that their clients will not obtain financial
gains.
13. In the further course and conduct of their aforesaid business,

respondents have represented, directly or indirectly, that their
clients ' ideas have adequate legal protection. Respondents have failed
to disclose to their clients the degree of legal protection being
afforded the clients ' ideas and the risk involved in contracting with
respondents concerning potential patent rights. Such disclosures
include , but are not limited to:

A. Respondents fail to disclose that they provided no greater
protection than that provided by compliance with the document
disclosure program of the United States Patent Office.
R. Respondents

fail to disclose that the ordinary course of conduct

of their business may be construed by the United States Patent Office

to constitute publication of the clients ' idea.
C. Respondents fail to disclose that publication of an unprotected
idea for a period of one year or more may constitute a waiver of any

patentable rights the client may have. c
D. Respondents fail to disclose that their clients must maintain
the confidentiality oftheir ideas.

14. Respondents ' failure to disclose such consequences in language calculated to be readily understood by their clients is a failure

to disclose material facts which if known to prospective clients would
likely affect their decision of

whether to execute contracts with

respondents.

aforesaid have been and are now failing to
disclose material facts while using other false , misleading, deceptive
15. Respondents as

or unfair acts or

practices, to induce persons to pay over to

respondents substantial sums of money for contracts whose value to

the said persons for services by respondents was and is virtually
worthless. Respondents have received the said sums and have failed
to offer to refund and refuse to refund such money to such persons.

" '
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16. The use by respondents of the aforementioned unfair , false
misleading and deceptive acts , practices, statements or representa-

tions has had and now has, capacity and tendency to mislead and
deceive. a substantial portion ofthe purchasing public into erroneous

and mistaken beliefs

and into the execution of contracts with

respondents by reason of said errone us and mistaken beliefs.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of respondents , and the proceeding is in

the public interest.

2. The aforementioned

acts and practices have caused and are

now causing substantial pecuniary losses to persons contracting with
respondents and are alJ to the prejudice and injury, of the public and

respondents ' competitors and have constituted, and now constitute,
unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in or affecting commerce in violation
of Section oS of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER

Definition.,

For purposes of this order the following definitions shall apply:

A. " Idea " shall mean any idea , invention or product;
B. "Client" shall mean any pa"ty that has entered

into an

agreement with respondents for the " promQtion " of an " idea;
C. " Financial gain " shaJJ mean an am un' r-ofmoneyderived by a
client " from a respondent' s " promotion " ofthe client' s " idea.
D. " Promotion " shall mean the evaluation , development , manufacturing, marketing or otherwise contributing to the success or

growth of an " idea.

E. " Future services, " shall incJude any arrangement whereby one
party pays or contracts to pay a sum of money in the belief that he
may receive, as a result of such arrangement, the delivery Or
performance, at least partly in the future , of any service, benefit
promotion , sum of money, or similar thing of value; the term shall
incJude , but shall not be limited to, any arrangement whereby one

party pays or contracts to pay a sum of money in the belief that he
may receive a financial gain as a result of such arrangement.
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It is ordered,
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Idea Research and Development,

Inc., a corporation, and its offcers , and Kells Blakely Shanks and
Jack Earnest Trout, individually and as offcers of said corporation
and Walter Glenn Ford , individually and as a former employee of

c5rporation, their successors and assigns. and respondents
agents, representatives and employees, directly or through any

said-

corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with
the advertising, offering for sale or sale of contracts for future

services in the promotion of ideas, or any other future services , in or
affecting commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing, directly or indirectly, by any means , th;lt:
A. Respondents possess ability in the field of engineering unless
they retain a licensed engineer who shall provide a written evaluation of each client' s idea. Respondents shaIl provide a copy of said
evaluation which the client may retain.
B. A client mayor can obtain legal protection for his idea unless
respondents retain an attorney or agent licensed by the United States
Patent Offce who renders a written opinion on such client' s idea.
Respondents shall provide a copy of said opinion which the client

may retain.
C. Any party mayor wil

receive a financial gain as a result of

contracting with respondents except ' as allowed by Subparagraphs A
and B of Paragraph 4 of this order.
2. Representing, directly or indirectly, by any means, that
respondents possess the abilty to promote ideas that wiIl or may

result in financial gains for their clients.
3. Failing to prominently display the following, notice in

two or .

more locations in those portions of respondents ' bus iness. pre mises
most frequented by prospective clients and in each location ' where

clients sign contracts or other binding instruments. Such notice shall
be considered prominently displayed only if so positioned as to be
easily observed and read by respondents ' clients and prospective
clients:
NOTICE

BY PROCEEDING WITHOUT THE ADVICE OF AN INDEPENDENT PATENT
ATTORNEY , YOU MA Y LOSE ANY RIGHTS YOU MIGHT IIA VE IN YOUR
IDEA, INVENTION OR PRODUCT OR EXPOSE YOURSELF TO A COSTLY
PATI';NT INFRINGEMENT LAWSUIT. THEHEFORE, PRIOR TO SIGNING
ANY AGREEMENT WITH US YOU SHOULD AND ARE ENCOURAGED TO
CONSULT AN INDEPENDENT PATENT ATTOHNEY.
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4. Failing to

make the following disclosures on the contract or

other binding instrument to be executed by prospective clients. Said
disclosures shall be in more conspicuous print than all other

hmguag in said instrument , but in no case shall they be smaller
than 12 point upper case typec Said. disclosures and instrument shall
be delivered to prospective clients at least 10 days prior to the time
prospective clients execute said instrument. The disclosures shall be
in the following form set off from the text of the instrument by a
black border and immediately above the line for the prospective
clients' signatures:
NOTICE

(A) SINCE WE BEGAN DOING BUISNESS , WE HAVE CONTRACTED TO
(NumlJr)
CLIENTS.
PROMOTE IIEAS, INVENTIONS , OR PRODUCTS FOR
(Number)
CLIENTS. AS
SINCE JULY 1 , 1975, WE IIA VE CONTRAGfED WITH
A RESULT OF OUR SERVICES
1. (Number)
OF OUR CLIENTS EARNED NOTHING.
2. (Number)
OF OUR CLIENTS EARNED $100- $4!J9.
3. (Number)
OF OUR CLIENTS EARNED $500- $1000.
OF OUR CLIENTS EARNED OVER $1000.
4. (Number)

(B) WITHOUT PATENT PROTECTION RECOGNIZED BY THE UNITED
STATES PATENT OFFICE , YOU MAY LOSE THE OPPORTUNITY TO
OBTAIN FINANCIAL BENEFIT FROM YOUR IDEA. WE DO NOT PROVIDE
ANY LEGAL PROTECTION RECOGNIZED BY THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
(C) BECAUSE THERE WILL BE NO PATENT PROTECTION FOR YOUR
IDEA , SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES COULD RESULT FROM YOUR CONTRACTING WITH US, INCLUDING,

(1) When we disclose

information concerning your idea to per-

sons/manufacturers/marketers outside our company, such discJosure may
be interpreted by the United States Patent Offce as a " publication of your
idea.

(2) " Publication " for a period of one year or ;nare of...idea whichh?g no

legal protection rccogni:r..d by the United States Patent Offce will result in
the loss of any

patentable ri#hts you may have.

(D) YOU SHOULD TREAT YOUR IDEA AS A CONFIDENTIAL SUBJECT IN
ORDER TO A VOID LOSING ANY PATENT RIGHTS YOU MAY HAVE.
(E) BY PROCEEDING WITHOUT THE ADVIC ; OF AN INDEPENDENT
PATENT ATTORNEY YOU MAY LOSE ANY RIGHTS YOU MIGHT HAVE IN
YOUR IDEA, INVENTION OR PRODUCT OR EXPOSE YOURSELF TO A
COSTLY PATENT INFRINGEMENT LAWSUIT. YOU SHOULD AND ARE

ENCOURAGED TO CONSULT AN INDEPENDENT PATENT ATTORNEY
BEFORE YOU SIGN THIS AGREEMENT

WE CANNOT ASK YOU TO SIGN AN AGREEMENT
(Date)
UNTIL 10 BUSINESS DAYS HAVE ELAPSED WHICH WILL BE ON
(Month/Day/Year).
(F) TODAY IS

, (Name of Customer),

date specified below.

hereby acknowledge receipt of a copy

of this

agreement on the
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Date

Signature

or other agreements with a client prior to
period disclosed in accordance with Paragraph,! herein. .
. 6. - Failing to retain executed copies of all disclosures required by
Paragraph 4 of this order for a period of three (3) years after such
disclosure is maderegardless of whether prospective clients ultimately execute contracts. Respondents shall make accurate statistical
disclosures required by this paragraph and maintain records for a
5. Executing contracts

expiration of the lO- day

period of five (5) years suffcient to verify the accuracy of each
disclosure. Accurate disclosures , given without comment, as required
by Paragraph 4 of this order, shall not be deemed a violation of
Paragraph 1 of this order.

7. Failng, in all pamphlets,

brochures and other promotional

materials to make the following disclosures in the manner and form
provided for herein.

A. In all

printed advertisements, the notice shaIl be conspicuous-

ly placed in print at least as large as the largest print in the
advertising material other than respondent' s name and shaIl state:
(Number)
% of our clients have earned at least $100 as a result of our efforts to
promote their ideas.
B. In
all advertisements broadcast by radio , or television , the
above-required notice shaIl be read at the end ofthe advertisement

a rate of speed at least as slow as the slowest part of the advertise-

ment.
e. At the time respondents submit advertising to any newspaper
or other written medium, they shaIl provide a copy oLthej:Ollowing

notice to each such medium:
NOTICE

has entered into a Consent Agreement

(Name of Respondent)

with the Federal Trade Commission. A copy of
News Release is available from

the Commission

upon

(Name of Respondent)

request.

D. At the

time respondents submit advertising to any

ractio

television station , they shall provide a copy ofthe foIlowing notice to
each such station:
NOTICE
(Name of Respondent)

has entered into a Consent Agreement with the Federa!

..
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A copy

of the news release is available on request. Your

attention is directed to an ageement between the Federal Trade Commission and
April 27

the Federal Communications Commission dated

1972.

. 8. F9'iling to maintain for a period of three (3) years after any of
their advertisements are disseminated:
(A) records disclosing the date or dates each such advertisement
was published;
(B) records disclosing the name and address of the newspapers,
other publications or broadcast media disseminating said advertisement; and

(C) copies or scripts of all of their

advertisements published or

disseminated by any media.
9. Failng to utilze one written contract or other binding

instrument which shall constitute the entire agreement between the
parties. In addition to the disclosures required under I'aragraph 4
herein each such instrument shall contain the following provision:
agrees to present to the client a11

(Name or Respondent)

client pertaining to the promotion of said client' s
this agreement is executed ,

materials due to the

idea within 90 days

of the

date

and it is hereby further agreed that time is of the

essence. If such materials are not presented to the client within the 90 day period
it is hereby mutually agreed between
(Name of Respondent)
and the client whose
signature appears below that this agreement is rescinded in its entirety.

10. It is further

ordered,

That respondents cease and desist from:

A. Including in any contract or other document any waiver,
limitation or condition on the right of a
agreement under any provision

of this

client to rescind an

order.

B. Misrepresenting the right of a client to rescind an agreement

under any provision of this order or any applicable

statute or

regulation.
C. Making any representations or takifig- an)', ,,ction which is
inconsistent with or detracts from the effectiveness of this oraer.
11. It is further ordered,
That respondents shall make all disclosures required by this order accurately, making such disclosures or

copies thereof available to the Federal Trade Commission on request,
and comply with all contract provisions required by this order.
12.

, further ordered.

That neither the corporate respondent

nor the individual respondents engage in any course of conduct which

contravenes the rights of clients or prospective clients provided by
this order.
13. It is further ordered,
That respondents. upon receipt of a
complaint from a client alleging facts that indicate this order may
have been violated, rescind the contract where respondents determine, after a good faith investigation, that one or more of the

- ..
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paragraphs of this order may have been violated in connection with
such client' s transaction with respondents.
14. It
'furtherordered:
A. That respondents deliver , by hand Or by certified mail, a copy
of this prder to each of their present or future salesmen, independent

brok

, employees or any other person who sells or promotes the sale

of respondents ' contracts;
B. That respondents provide each person so described in sub-

paragraph A above with a form returnable to respondents , clearly
stating an intention to conform sales practices to the requirements of
this order and retain such form for a period ofthree (3) years after it
is executed by said persons;

C. That respondents inform each person described in sub- paragraph A above that respondents shall not use any such person, or the
services of any such person , until such person agrees to and files
notice with respondents to be bound by the provisions contained in
this order;

D. That in the event such person will not agree to fie such notice

with respondents and be bound by the provisions ' of this order
respondents shall not use such person, or the services of such person;

respondents institute a program of continuing surveillance adequate to reveal whether the sales practices of each of said
E. That

persons described in sub- paragraph A conform to the requirements of

this order; and
F. That respondents discontinue dealing with any person described in sub- paragraph

A of this order who engages in the acts or
practices prohibited by this order.

That any respondent may accept

15. It is further ordered,

compensation from a client for the promotion of theclienr.. idea on1y
as a percentage of royalties or other financial gain derived through a
respondent' s efforts. A respondent may not accept any other fee or
monetary consideration from a client.

That no respondent sell, lease, exchange
or otherwise alienate a client' s idea or disclose a client' s name
address , telephone number or other personal data to any party which
wil or may request such client to pay a fee or other monetary
consideration for the promotion ofthat client' s idea.

16. It is further

I?

ordered,

It is further ordered,

That in the event the Federal Trade

Commission promulgates a Trade Regulation Rule applicable
respondents ' business that this order shall be deemed modified to the
extent it contravenes said Rule.
18. It

further ordered,

That in the event that corporate

respondent merges with another corporation or transfers all or a

..

..- -
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substantial part of its business, respondents shall require said
successor or transferee to fie within thirty (30) days with the

Commission a written agreement to be bound by the terms of this
order; provided that if respondents wish to present to the Commissian
!lny reason why said arder should not apply in its present form to said
successBr or transferee, they' shall . submit to. the Commission

written statement setting forth said reasons prior to the succession or
transfer.
That the individual respondents named
19. It is further ordered,
herein pramptly natify the Cammissian af the discantinuance af their
emplayment with Idea Research & Develapment ,

Inc.

, and af their

affiiatian with a new business ar emplayment. In additian, the
individual respandents named herein shall pramptly natify the
Cammissian af their affiiatian with a new business ar emplayment
whase principal activities include the advertising, affering far sale ar
sale af can tracts far future services and their affiiatian-with a new
business ar emplayment in which their awn duties and respansibil.
ties invalve the advertising, affering far sale ar sale af cantracts far
future services in the promotion of ideas, or any other future services.
Such natice shall include respandents ' current business address and a
statement as to' the nature af the business ar emplayment in which
they are engaged as well as a

descriptian af their duties and

respansibilities.

20. It is further

ordered,

That respandents natify the Cammissian

any propased change in the carparate
respondent , such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
at least thirty (30) days priar to

emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries ar any ather change in the corparation which may affect
compliance obligatians arising aut afthe order.

That each respondent shall, within sixty
21.
It is further ordered,
(60) days after service af this arder upon it, fie with the Cammission
a report in writing setting farth in detail tlie m,mner. and formof its
compliance with the order to' cease and desist.

) -
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IN THE MATTER OF

KRAFTCO CORPORATION , ET AL.
ORDER , OPINION, ETC., IN- - REGARD- TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC.

S OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEe. 8 OF
THE CLAYTON ACT
Docket 90/15. Complaint..

June

Order,

17, 197.

Jan.

11. 1977

Order requiring SCM Corporation , a New York City producer of margarine , edible

oils and barbecue sauce , among other things, to cease seating on its board of
directors , individuals who simultaneously serve as directors of Kraftco Corporation , or any other companies with whom respondent ia in competition.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Ronald A. Bloch,

Clinton R. Batterton

and

Joseph Tasker, Jr.
For the respondents:
Sullivan

Cromwell

William E.

Willis

and

Marcia B. Paul,

New York City.

INITIAL DECISION BY MORTON NEED ELMAN,
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

JUNE 17 ,

(lJ STATEMENT

1976

OF THE CASE

The Commission s complaint in this proceeding issued on June 17
1975. It charges Kraftco Corporation' (hereinafter " Kraftco ), SCJY
Corporation (hereinafter " SCM" ), and an individual,-Ric!iard e. Bond
(hereinafter " Bond" ) with violating Section 8 of the Clayton Act (15

UB. e. 19), ' and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15

C. 45)' by reason of an unlawful interlocking directorate.
According to the complaint , Bond served simultaneously on the

Boards of Directors of Kraftco and SCM which compete in the sale of
margarine, edible oils , and barbecue sauce. The complaint further
. Complaint in Docket !IO;J:J
and consent order as to individual respondent , Richard C. Bond , appear at 87 F,
BO!!; consent order as to corporate respondent, KraftcoCurporation , appears at88 F. TC. :162
. Incorrectlycaptioned " Kraftco , Inc. " in the complaint. See Answer of Kraft co Corporation,

'SectionHprovidcsilsfoliowswithrespecttointer1ockingdiredorales
. . . fN)o person at tne saml'time shal! be" director in any twoor more corporations , anYlJw ufwhiCh
has capit.al. surplus, ;Ind undivided prnfil. aggregating morc than $1 000 000 , engaged in whole or in part in
commerce, . . . if such corporations are Or shaU have been thl'rctofore , hy virtue of their business and
location of operatiorl , competitors. so that lhedirninCltion. ol cnmpdition by agreement hdw(,cll them would
con titllU, a violation of any of the provisions of any of the antitnlst Jaws
, Sedion 5 of the FerlraJ Trade CorJ1nission Ad prohibits unfair methods of competition and unr;Jir and
deceplive acts or practices.

KltAt'TL-V
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alleges that each corporate respondent has capital ,

surplus, and

undivided profits aggregating more than one million dollars.

Kraftco and Bond have entered into consent settlements. ' The
remaining issue in this case is the liability of SCM.
" , (2JSO'' s answer, dated November .17, 1975 , admits certain complaint allegations respecting corporate identity. The answer also
admits that SCM' s capital, surplus, and individual profit aggregate
more than one milion dollars and that it is engaged in commerce, as
commerce " is defined in both the Clayton Act and the Federal Trade
Commission Act. SCM' s answer denies that Bond was a member of its
Board of Directors at the time the answer was fied, but admits that

prior to August 1 , 1975, he was on SCM' s Board. SCM' s answer also
admits the sale of certain food products, but denies knowledge
suffcient to form a belief as to the allegations of th" complaint
respecting competition between it and Kraftco. SCM' s answer then

asserts several affrmative defenses , to wit: 1) the complaint fails to
state a claim upon which relief could be granted , 2) Bond' s resignation from SCM' s Board renders the case moot , 3) competition, jf any,
between Kraftco and SCM is

de minimis

and not within the statutory

purpose of the anti- interlock law, 4) the Commission lacks jurisdiction over SCM because Section 8 applies only to individuals and not to
the corporations themselves, and 5) respondent' s due process and

equal protection rights have been violated by the Commission

uneven and discriminatory enforcement of Section 8. Concurrently
with the filing of its answer, SCM moved for summary decision on the

same grounds as those asserted as affrmative defenses. On December
1975, complaint counsel fied a cross-motion for summary decision.
A prehearing conference was held on December 19 , 1975. After
hearing oral argument on cross- motions for sttmmaryjtH!gmeni the

administrative law judge suggested that the basic facts of the case
should be stipulated and a decision could then be rendered on the
basis of the stipulation. The parties agreed to follow this course of
action , and on April 29, 1976, a factual stipulation was fied. On May
, 1976 , proposed findings and supporting briefs were fied by both
parties , and replies were fied on June 3 1976.
(3J On the basis of the factual stipulation , uncontroverted affidav, The Commiss t6n accepted a consent sett!erne"tfTOm Bond 011 Apri! 26 1976. Kraftco s consent agreement was
provisionaJly accepted by the CommiS,;on und placed 011 the public recnrd for 60 days comment On May G , 1976

, Complaint counsl'l renl'wed this motion ;n ;t.s Supplementary MemoranduIO of

Law iI)

Support of Complaint

Counsel' s Motion for Sllmmary Dedsion and in Oppo itjon to SCM' s Mulion ToDismiss(May 10 , 1976). In view uf my
disposition uf thj matter Of! thl" m' riL by relying on a stipulated record , I necd not addrp.ss the summary decis;rm

que tion

::;,
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its submitted with the cross-motions for summary decision , and the
pleadings, I make the following findings offact:

-f
FINDINGS OF FACT

1. SCM is a New York corporation with its principal office and
place of business located at 299 Park Ave. , New York , New York.
(SCM Ans.
2. SCM is a diversified industrial company which manufactures

and distributes various products, including typewriters, business
equipment , home appliances, paints , resins, food, chemicals, and
paper. In fiscal 1975 ,

SCM had total sales 01'$1, 287 000, 000.

(Stip.,

Sexton, Aff. 1

3. SCM has capital , surplus, and undivided profits aggregating
more than one milion dollars. (SCM Ans.
(4 J 4. SCM is engaged in commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the
(SCM Ans. , 11 2.)
5. SCM' s business includes the manufacture and sale in commerce of margarine, edible oils , and barbecue sauce. (SCM Ans. , 11 5;

Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Stip.

s 2 , 3 , 4.
6. Kraftco ,

a corporation engaged in commerce as " commerce " is
defined in the Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act
has capital, surplus , and undivided profits aggregating more than one
million dollars. (Kraftco Ans.

approximately $4 500

7. SCM competes

2) Total Kraftco sales in 1974 were

000 000. (Sexton Aff. 1

with Kraftco in the sale of margarine, edible oils,

and barbecue sauce. Sales by SCM in fiscal 1975" ofprod'l1ctssold in

competition with Kraftco products were approximately $83 millon.
During the same period , Kraftco had sales of products in competition
"Thefollowing..bbrevi,ltiunsarcusedthroughoutthisinitia!de

isi'm'

references
SCM Ans " . SCM' s Answer to C"rnpl:int. with references.
references
Kmftco Ans " - Kralleu s Answer t"Complflint , with

"Stip."' - StipuJatiut1 orApr,1

. 1!J7!i , with

Sexton Aff jn Affdavit "rHichard Sexton, Vice President and General Counsel ofHCM ,

dated November

lJ, UJ'l:i and filed with SCM' s Motion for Summary (),'cbion Dismissing the Comp!Dint. with ';
re!"ren""s
SextlJn AfT .. - Affdavil of Richarde"t.on . Vice President. and General Counsel ofSCM , dater! De,'embPr
, )!)7;i and filed with SC:vY's Memorandum of Li1w in Oppo5ition tD Motion by Counsel Supporting
th!' Complaint and in Further Support of Motion by RespondenlSCM. wit.hrpf,'nmces.

1 SCM' s 101"ls"!,,s of these products in Inn; W,'r" approximately $J

follows
;,:,2, OOO, broken down a.'i

$(j4:J :,OO. Salesof'llarg"rinetoi dw;trialbakers
:Jili lOI). Salesofmargarinelowholes,,j,,rs
74(J I)OO- Salesofedible"i!toil1dustrial

2:'

man llfactllrers of fried snacks

I)()O - SiJlesofedible oil to industrial manUfiJct.lln' rS of pm pared mixes and industrial biJkeries

1i4 :I:,I)JJOO- Salesofedibleuil to food servi"e ind11stry
hA;J:'i()()()- SiJlesofbiJrbecuesauceloretailgroceryt.rilde

25"i,4()O-

SHlesofbarbecuesaucet.ofoodserviceindustry(Stip-
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with SCM of approximately $258 million. (Stip., 11

1.) Specifically,

SCM and Kraftco competed as follows in 1975:

3) .

(a) SCM sold margarine in 41 states in competition with Kraftco.
(Stip.
(b) SCJY sold edible oils in competition
(Stip.,

with Kraftco in all states.

(5) (c) SCM competed with Kraftco west of the Mississippi River in
the sale of barbecue sauce. (Stip.

(d) SCM and Kraftco have placed advertisements for edible oils
margarine , and barbecue sauce in the same trade publications. (Stip.
8. Bond became a member of SCM' s Board of Directors in 1967

and continued as a director unti he submitted his resignation

on

) This resignation was accepted by
August 1 , 1975. (Sexton Aff. 1,
SCM at the August 21 1975 meeting of the SCM Board of-Directors.
(Sexton Aff. 2 , 1: 3. ) Bond joined the Board of Directors of Kraftco
sometime in 1%7, and he continues to this day to serve on the Kraftco
) SCM does not intend to reappoint Bond to
Board. (Sexton Aff. 1
its Board of Directors so long as he is a director of Kraftco or any

corporation which competes or might compete

in any line

10.

commerce with SCM. (Sexton Aff. 1,

III

DISCUSSION 8

On the basis of the factual stipulation submitted by the parties
there is no question that (1) Bond served simultaneously on the Board
of Directors of both SCM and Kraftco; ' (2) both corporations are
engaged in " commerce " and have capital , surplus, and undivided
profits aggregating more than $1 000, 000; 'OL alld (6 J (3) the two

corporations cornpete. l1

Respondent SCM, however conlerids that
there are several defenses to what appears to be an obvious violation
of Section 8.
First, respondent says that the Commission lacks jurisdiction over

SCM because the prohibitions of Section 8 of the Clayton Act arc
directed exclusively to individuals. According to respondent , there is
nothing in Section 8 which says it is illegal for corporations to have
. Heferencesin thiS5ection "retothe brief "EJJ replybricfs:JS follows
SCM :Yilin Brid" - MpmOr3DdumofLawofRespondentSCM Corporation (May 10 , 1971i)
SCM Reply Brief" - Hepty Memorandum ofL..'lw of Respondent SCM Corporation (June :-1 , 1971,)
, Findinr:fi
" Findings :, 4. and Ii

"Finding7

. . .
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interlocking directors; the statute, respondent asserts, is directly
solely to individuals serving on two interlocking corporations. SCM
Main Brief, pp. 16- 23; SCM Reply Brief, p. 8.
While corporations have been helc: liable in Section 8 proceedings,
. See,

&-g., United States V. - Sears, ' Roebuck and Co.

III F. Supp. 614

that in the only Supreme Court decision on
the anti- interlock provisions of the Clayton Act , the Supreme Court
specificalJy reserved judgment on the question of corporate liability.
Notwithstanding the lack of a definitive Supreme Court holding or
the absence of legislative history directly in point , I believe that the
language of Section 11(b) of the Clayton Act disposes of respondent'
(S,

N. Y. 1953), it is true

argument. This section says that the Commission shall issue orders
requiring a " person " (defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act as

including corporations) to cease and desist from violations ofthe Act,
including Section 8 , and to " rid itself of the directors chosen contrary
to the provisions of' . . section 8. " Since the only " person " that
could logically " rid itself' of directors is a corporation, by its terms,
the statute gives the Commission jurisdiction over corporations. "

(7)

Despite the clear language of Section II respecting the powers of the
Commission , respondent argues that this section is merely " procedural" and that only Section 8 " defines " the offense. SCM Main Brief,
p. 20. Such a bifurcated reading of this legislation, which would

effectively eliminate most of Section II, conflicts with the accepted
principles of construction that separate parts of a single statute
should be harmonized and construed together (See

Finanz- Korp.,

Clark

Uebersee

Ex Parte Public Bank, 278

are to be denied significance and effect.

S. 101 ,

v.

332 U.S. 480 , 488 (1947)) and that no parts of a statute

104 (1928).

As for respondent' s argument that the subject l;mguage in Section
carry-over from the pre- 1935 ve sion of Section 8
which expressly prohibited banks from having interlocking directorates (SCM Main Brief, p. 21), not only is this a strained interpretation
of inapposite legislative history, but also a strong argument could be
11 is a " vestigial"

made that the 1935 amendments, which were intended to strengthen
rather than weaken Section 8 by removing the discretion of the

Governors of the Federal Reserve System to allow interlocks (See,
STAFF OF ANTITRUST SUBCOMM. OF HOUSE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY,

89th Cong., 1st Sess. , Report on Interlocks in Corporate Management
" UniledSlale.,v. W T Groft! Co..
::J5

us, 629nl fi;R n.

J(!!)G:-J)

"Thesecl.jon reads,
If' . . the

in f'erlitlentpart asr()!low
Commissjrln . . . shaJIbe of the upinj"n that ..ny of the provisi(Jn of said sectiorJs fincluding

Se,:tion H J have been or Bre b"'ng vjolat,,,r! it c;hall
'SHil' and CWl;eto b.. sen'ed 0"- such Ill' no" an order
'-"'"irinf; such p"r, Wrl I(J ,:case llnd des' ,! from such v,,,la!ions, and dives! ilselfnfthe8lnck. orothe,- shu-'ecnpitai, Or
seI, . held urrid i!sell,,(t!tedi"ccl",-s clw--en con/rar)' to the l',.()(i.,i()ns()rscdi"n. rand
or/his Act,jfi11Y there be
in th mn'1!"ranrJ within the time fixed by said urdp.r. " IS US. C1! jEmphilsis added,

,"
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23. 24 (Comm. Print

1965)), left intact the power of the

Federal

Reserve System, as indicated in Section 11, to continue to prohibit
banks from having interlocks. In any event, whatever the reach of
the Federal Reserve System after the 1935 amendments mayor may
not be over banks, there is no legislative history cited by respondent
which -cail be even remotely. interpreted as saying that one should
ignore what Congress expressly said in Section 11 about - the

jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission to enforce Section 8
against corporations.

Moreover , going beyond its plain language, Section 11 cannot be
interpreted in such a way as to frustrate the very purpose and
objective of Section 8. " But this is precisely what would happen if
corporations , as respondent urges , could not be held accountable for
Section 8 violations. Congress intended by Section 8 (8 J " to nip in the

bud incipient violations of the anti- trust laws by removing the
opportunity or temptation to such violations through interlocking
111 F. Supp.
v. Sears, Roebuck and Co.,
directorates. United States
614, 616 (S.

Y. 1953). An interpretation

of Sections 8 and 11

allows corporations to seat interlocking

which

directorates , reap the

anticompetitive benefits, and then possibly appoint new interlocking
directors after each violation is uncovered would transform a statute
aimed at preventing full- blown antitrust violations into a license
giving corporations multiple opportunities for achieving actual anticompetitive results.
Respondent further contends that even if Section 11 does give the
Commission jurisdiction over a corporation , the same section limits
relief to an order requiring the corporation to rid itself of the director
chosen contrary to the provisions of Section 8 of the Act. SCM Main

Brief, p. 20. Respondent then argues that since no unlawful interlocking directorate now exists (Bond resigned from the SCM Board after

complaint issued), Section 11 cannot be invoked as t he basis for a
cease and desist order. This contention also totally ignores the clear
language of Section 11 which not only allows the Commission to
require a corporation to rid itself of the offending directors, but also
authorizes the Commission to issue " an

order requiring such person

(including a corporation) to cease and desist from such violations.
Thus, Section 11 relief is

not

limited to orders simply requiring

removal of the director who was a participant in the unlawful
has
been removed, an appropriate
interlock , and even if the director
order to cease and desist may be entered. In addition , it has been held
" A statute should be construed by looking to its object and unrierlying p"licy. As the Supreme r:ourt recelltly
said

Philbrook
Our objective' . . isto ascertain theCongressinnal intent ,1fd give effect to the legislative will"

G!udp,ell 421lJS. 707. 713

,"
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that Commission s remedial powers under Section 11 to issue a cease

and desist order governing future conduct arc as broad as its general
equitable powers under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission

Act/and "the question to be askea in fashioning a remedyshould be:

What kind of order ,

within the broad range of an equity court'

remedial powers, would , in the particular circumstances, be

most

effective to ' cure the ill eflects of the ilegal conduct , and assure the
1163 ,

(9) 1215 (1964),

affd.,

65 F.

Ecko Products Co.,

public freedom from its continuance.' "

347 F. 2d 745 (7th Cir. 1965)."

Next, respondent argues that issuance of an order in this case is not
required because the " nature and magnitude of the competition, such
as it is, between SCM and Kraflco , is not ' actual and substantial' as

that term has been repeatedly used in the antitrust laws " and that an
interlock between SCM and Kraftco in no material manner adversely affects (the) public interest. " SCM Main Brief, pp. 35- 36; SCM
Reply Brief, p. 5. This argument misconceives the purpose of Section
8 while at the same time ignoring the stipulated facts.
Given the fact that the parties have stipulated to a competitive
overlap between Kraftco and SCM in the sale of margarine , edible
oils, and barbecue sauce , the issue of competition has been removed
from the c ase. The statute .is violated whenever the technical
requirements of " commerce " and jurisdictional amount are met , and
the companies are in a competitive relationship where there is a
potential

any

for an agreement between them which would violate

the antitrust laws, for example, a division of territory or a price- fix
relating to the sale of edible oil. There is no need under this statute to
have an elaborate market analysis , and evidence oLactual effeets'On
Protectoselll Company

competition is unnecessary.
2d 585 (7th Cir. 1973);

F. Supp. 614 (S.

United States

v.

Barancik, 484

III

Y. 19,53).

(10) On the question of the substantiality
overlap, tbe court noted in

v.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.

Sears, Roebuck

of the competitive

that Congress had

provided Section 8 with " its own substantiality standard in the form
of the one million dollar size requirement. " 16 But even assuming that
ko dColt 5pecifjcally with thp question of the power or the Commission bon
" While
to future ocqui5jtL()n
has been proven , the decisionouched generolly on the sirnilority
under Section 11 aftcr a SectiDn 7 violllLion

betwee" a Section 1 J cease and desi t order (including orders aimed at interlocks) ond the remedial scope of Section
5 (See 65 F. C, 12J:" footnote )- The decision indi ate5 that Imth statutes an' now to be read broadly, not only
FICv , East",,,n Kodak Co"274 US
becalJ " of the ! ijU amcndrTlent. to the merger Jaw , but also for the rea50n that
Pan
by
J27), which limited thO' scope of ceo5e and desist orders , has f"ral) practical purposes been overruled
v, United States.371 u.s, 2 , 312 and notes 17 ll:(1 H;3)
American W"rldAirwrqs
" III F.Supp,lt6J!J

.L.'h
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there may be some minimum amount of competitive overlap below

which no violation should be found, "

the issue simply does not arise

SCM and Kraftco do not come within any conceivable
rule, even if one were applicable here,
de minimis
application of a
since t h" competitive overlap between respondent and Kraftco was
approximately $340 million iri f975: SCM' s share ofthose sales ,- $83
in this case.

million, is substantial by any measure.

(11) Respondent'next argues that its constitutional rights to due
process and equal protection of the laws have been violated by the
Commission s departure from an established procedure generally
taken with regard to Section 8. Respondent says that the Commission s prior practice has been to seek voluntary termination of
interlocking directorates and then to dismiss the action after
resignation of the challenged director. According to respondent , the
Commission s failure to follow this procedure here is arbitrary and
discriminatory. SCM Main Brief, pp. 23- 34; SCM Reply Brief, pp. 8This argument , too, is without merit,
The facts of the matter are that the Commission has

used various

methods in enforcing Section 8. It is true that between 1960 and 1966
the Commission closed eleven Section 8 investigations after termination of the offending interlocks, and that in none of the pre- 1966 cases
was a formal consent order executed. " But apparently this policy did
not accomplish what Congress set out to do. As a result , in all forma!
respondents
complaint proceedings initiated .since 1972, corporate
have routinely been required to enter into consent agreements even
though the interlocks have been terminated. '" Clearly, the Commission has the right ,

even the duty, to change procedures ifit finds that

informal settements are not producing an adequate level of compliance. In any event , respondent' s bald assertion that the Commission

practice is to dismiss actions after terminatiot; of the interlocks is in
" A

trong ilrgument can be made that there i

no de minimis

d"knsc in a Section 8 CaSe because the stat.ute

prohibits inter!
violate

ks where the competitive relationship is such thateliminatiun ofeompetit.ion by agreement would
t.he provisions any
of of the antitrust law Such an agreement would include price- fjxingwhich i

an.y of
Ad A(!pr,J5 Years. 5\J
J"lerlocklng Direclorshipsand Ihe C/uyton
illegal regardlesl' of the amount involved- Kramer,
. 1966 Trade
v- Baldwin- Mon!rose Chemi,' o/
Yale L,J. 121,6 at J269 (1!J50)- Hut sc.,
I-'ramou.nl PictlJres Corp-

Cases , I! 71 071\ (SDNY. 1966) which peaks of de minimis COff!)tition " in the context ofa Section R case when the
comfK!.live overlap was not only small , but "I o would not readily lend itself to a possible price. fix ora market
allrx,ation
" A5 the court said in Spurs. Roebuck Surely, th", sales of $80 1)00 000 do not come within the de minimis
principle. " 111 F. Supp. 014 at 021 , and '. The fact that thi volumeof all' may repr",sent but a sma!! percentage Df
either or both of the corporatp defendants' annual saleI' , or a fraction of!.heimnual rd"il sales 01''111 distributor
the country of those commuditie

corporatiol1s

, docs not militate again t the undesirsbility or dircdorates common to bnth

Id. atIi20

58 FTC ;304 (J9f,1). The
" Exhibit "A" to Stip. One furmal complaint issued during this pcriod Dierks Foresls.
compJaintwasdismissl'daftertheinlerlm:kingdir"ctorrl'signed
" Between 1\)72 and 1!J7!i
, the Commission issued 19 forrna) complaintschargingcorporatioIlswi(h ,,;ola1.ion of
(-YJrpomle responsib'ility for compliance
sulteu in a consent ettlement directed at
Section H. Eaeh of these case
with Sect.ion K (Exhibit "

lo Stip)

""/
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error since this has

not

been the Commission policy as revealed in the

sti pulated facts.
-b

As for respondent' s argument that SCMwasdiscriminated against
e it received " no - notice' whatsoever of the Comni ission

intention to file a complaint prior to issuance thereof' (SCM Main
Brief, p. 27), there has never been a requirement in the Commission
rules that (12) any such advance notice be given." But , as it happens,
SCM did receive notice of the Commission s interest in a possible

i1egal interlock prior to issuance of the complaint." There is no
indication, however , that this notice, which SCM now regards as so
imperative , inspired any pre-complaint action on the part of respondent to rid itself of Mr. Bond, or to prevent reoccurrence of Section 8
violations.
Finally, respondent maintains that this action has been rendered
moot by the " voluntary " resignation of Bond from the Board of
Directors of SCM after the complaint was issued. Although respondent itself recognizes that the mere discontinuance of an illegal act,
particularly discontinuance after an investigation or formal action

has begun, does not render a case moot, SCM contends

that the

surrounding facts demonstrate that no relief is necessary and the
action must be dismissed as moot. SCM Main Brief, pp. 6- 16.
(13) On the general question of mootness (and in the
a Section 8 case) the Supreme Court said in

Grant

345 U. S.

very
United States

context of
v.
WT

629 (1953), that " voluntary cessation of allegedly

illegal conduct does not deprive the tribunal of power to hear and
determine the case i. e., does not make the case moot. lei at 632. The
Supreme Court added , however, that an action can be moot if the
defendant can demonstrate " there is no reasonable expectation that
the wrong will be repeated, " but the burden of (Joiig so''' is a' hea vy"
one.

ld.

at 633.

In the instant case ,

the points cited by SCM to meet this " heavy
burden are: (1) Bond' s immediate " voluntary " resignation and his
assurance that he does not intend to serve on respondent' s Board
while a director of Kraftco; (2) respondent' s

assurance (by affdavit)

Pr;..r to April '1. nrnj , the Curnmis io!1 issued, but was not n' qujred lodn O. .' propo ed cumpl i!lts " umJ", J'"r!
2 ur il. rules ('or Uw purpose Of('t1COurag-ing""" t'nr settlements before;1 rormal complaint Wi'S issu('d. Aner April 4

1!17\ ,,1/ cornpbinL' (includin!; this one) were i5sued under Par! :1. If i1 consent sdllenwnl is negutiated;n the
inVl'stigution stag" . tlw compli'int unu con 'entseltlernent may lw ;S(\Jedsimult'ifc. ol1s1y. Set' 1J Fed. Heg. , N(). (iO, p.
,2:\f, (April . , !!)7',) Hespon aent seems to he uggesting rhat '1nder the !Jew rules , whit:h abol,s)",u Parr 2, it has
been tre"t\,,1 diflerent.y t.han " ot)",r Sedion H respond\'nt. 'CiH5Se it has nol be"fl given an upportunity to have ib
cm"pl";lIt "Ild cons""t ord",r "nt'- red s;!1\llt.an"ously. SCM Mui,! Brir,( Pl'. :n" K. In t.he first place. and contmry to
rt'. p'Jndel\t s reprl's"nt.at,(JI1. in
KruwAflfl('r Dkt. 90:H, llw PlIrt:j coml'lilint nlleging" Section
violation (issued Dn
Jl1n 17, 1!17;, and
on July 17, 1m,, n n,sp(Jndenlllssertsj WaS nDt accompanied by t:(JI enlsettlem"I1ts. The
n1at.t"r wa withdr"wn I' rom adjudicat.io" on Decemher !il , IWl, , for the purposeofc,,,,jder;ngconsent agreerl1ent.s
signed in October and November, 1!It:i. S clJndly. respondent. s ilrg-unwnt on this point is obseurt' , t0S"y the lea
smn' t.here is no indicatiun t.hilt it wj hed lo enter int.o i1 consellt sr.tlerne11!. "t any stilgl' 01 ' this proc ed;"g" 0" Marcl,7 , j!J"(S",xton Aff 1.1: Ii,

....

()

n.l

ru'
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that Bond wil not he re-elected to SCM' s Board while he is a director
of Rraftco or any other competitor of respondent; and (3) the lack of
evidence of prior Section 8 or related violations by SCM.
W T Grant
estabJishes , however , that such grounds are insufficient to meet
r"spomJept' s " heavy " burden in making a mootness defense. In that
case, too , the defendant showed that the Offending interlock no longer
existed and it disclaimed any intention to revive the relationship. But
the Supreme Court said that, " such a profession does not suffce to
make a case moot although it is one ofthe factors to be considered in
determining the appropriateness of granting an injunction against
the now- discontinued acts. Id. at 633.
Despite the clear holding in
W T Grant
that a mootness defense

ordinarily will not arise from the mere fact that the director has
resigned and the respondent says it wil not re- elect the offending
director , SCM seeks refuge in the Supreme Court' s refusal in that
denial of injunctive relief.

case to interfere with the District Court' s

In reviewing the

discretionary power of the District Court with
W T Grant

respect to injunctive relief, the Supreme Court said in

that it found no abuse of discretion on the facts of that case. But the
Supreme Court indicated that the standard for injunctive reJief
some cognizable danger of recurrent violation, something more than
a mere possibility * * * (Id. at 633) remains nevertheless , a matter
of discretion with the trier of the facts. Thus in suhsequent cases the
Court has said- (whether J further- violations (are) suffciently remote
to make injunctive relief unnecessary * * * is

trial judge.

United States

v.

(14)
Phosphate Export Assn.,

a matter for the
393 U. S.

199

203- 204 (1968).

The determination of how the trier of the facts - the administrative Jaw judge , in the first instance, and later the Commission upon
review of the record - should exercise tpis discretion is not
materiaJly advanced by respondent' s

mere repeliUbn . (in various
is no cognizable danger of recurrent
violation " (SCM Main Brief, pp. 7 , 9, 10 , 11 , 15 16; SCM Reply Brief
pp. 2, :3, 4 , 10 , 13; Sexton Aff. 2 8): such self- serving declarations are
versions) of the refrain " there

entitled to no weight; especially when SCM is silent on what steps it
has taken to avoid the danger of other unlawful interlocks'" In any
event , if respondent' s assessment of the danger of recurrence of a

violation were the test,

then , presumably, the Commission could

W T 1;"""1
'" 51'l' ..d
7'f!u!', " v" S!'r-u"/, 1m' l,!J F. Supp. 77:1 at. 777 (S.
Y 1 1(;,,) where the court rt'lying on
,,;d '. Beyond the m()ot.ness flrea lies the ITHm' djfficult. ibsue wTwt.hcr . "s a matler ol discretiun, t.he eourl aught to

rlisrnisbplaintilrsreqlj" t.lori"jlJ,,ctiwr('liel .
" This i.
, nut tn il'y thal a rn,'re volunt.ary uodf'rtaking by respondent. to cnITlply wit.h the law wDuJd be an
ade u,-tc sare \Jllrd for t.h,- futrJr-' Cllnlon Wli('h0,. v Vrc,
"('l. rl"nj!'d. :!liK US
n F,2d H:JK. f.41 nth Cir )!)hl).
Hr'L(1!)(i2)

' . .
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never issue a cease and desist order in any case. See
121 F. 2d 968, 971 (3d Cir. 1941).
v. FTC,
Chocolate Corp.

Hershey

By the same token , respondent does not demonstrate the absence of
. a danjler of recurrence by. asserting- that

it maybe caught again if it

violates the law. SCM seems to be suggesting that because its
selection of directors is a matter of public information and must be
reported to the SEC and the New York Stock Exchange that this
somehow guarantees against recurrence of the violation. SCM Main
Brief, pp. 9, 15- 16. The cogency of this argument is somewhat less
than compelling since neither these reporting requirements nor

public disclosure of Bond' s membership on SCM' s Board (presumably
to SCM' s stockholders) prevented the very violation which is the

subject of this complaint. Moreover,

respondent' s

position on this

point seems to assume it is the function of the public ,

or its

stockholders, or the New York Stock Exchange, or the SEC, or the
C. to protect SCM from (15) violating the law. To the contrary,

the obligation to comply with Section 8 falls squarely on every
corporation which meets the statutory requirements.
It is also apparent that neither

W T. Grant

nor any other decision

relating to the discretionary power of the trier offacts to issue a cease
and desist order can be read as meaning that no substantive violation
can be found and no order can be issued unless complaint counsel
comes forward" with proof that respondent is a corporate recidivist.

Such a cavalier approach to Section 8, allowing one or more excused
violations, would mean that in administering the antitrust laws one
has to assume, contrary to fact, that Congress intended a high level of
permissiveness.
that the moving party mllst
W T. Grant
As for the language in

persuade the trier of the facts of the need forinjUiJctie retief, this
does not mean that once a violation is proven,

complaint counsel

must then undertake a protracted second trial relating to the
W T.
remedy. It is significant that on the limited facts before it in
the failure of the director to terminate the interlocks

Grant

despite five years of fruitless negotiation with the Government , the
refusal by the director to concede ilegality, and his failure to promise
not to commit similar violations in the future -

the Supreme Court

said " Were we sitting as a trial court, this showing might be
persuasive. Id. at 634. That the Supreme Court did not overturn a
is, that the District
represents no more than the usual

contrary conclusion by the lower court - that
Court was

deference ,

not

persuaded

in the absence of a clear showing of abuse, which the

W T Oranl, The purpose of an injunclilJn is to pn,vent l u!.ur"viol1Jt.io!l
1.1( Supn' nw ClJlIrt 5"id in
. il c"" be ul. iliz"d "ven withuut" shuwing olpast wrongs. ,. :J, j" U, S. f;2 1 ill F;!:j

and, ()l'coLlr

~~~

...-

, --

.t.l1\r J.vV vv
lnitial Decision
(w. T. Grant
was a direct appeal to the Supreme
Court) gives to the discretionary injunctive rulings ofthe trial court.

appellate body

See

Brown

v.

Chote,

41I U. S.

452 , 457 (1973).

From the lower court opinion , it is not possible to tell what would
W. T. Grant
that an order was
. .have persuaded the District Court in

matter , the Government can
hope to show any more than it actually did. Proof on the subject ofthe
likelihood of future violations is bound (16) to be elusive at best since
indeed- required, or how as a practical.

we are dealing with slippery issues of predictabilty of conduct and
how assiduously a company wil comply with the law when it is not
compelled to do so by an order. To read
W. T. Grant,
however , as
imposing a substantial burden in this

respect would effectively

frustrate enforcement of Section 8 which was specifically designed by
Congress to avoid complex litigation. See

Protectoseal

v.

Barancik,

485 F. 2d 585 , 589 (7th Cir. 1973). It would also be contrary to the clear
holding of the Supreme Court that " once the Goventment has

successfully borne the considerable burden of establishing a violation

of law, all doubts as to the remedy are to be resolved in its favor.
United States

V.

I believe

Co. 366 U. S. 316, 334 (1961).

du Pont

W. T. Grant

is properly read as leaving undisturbed what

the Supreme Court has consistently said about the -broad discretion

which the Commission has to determine whether a cease and desist
order is needed in order to make certain that an unfair method of
competition or ilegal trade practice is stopped and not resumed.
V. FTC,
327 U. S. .608 (1946);
v. Mandel Bros., 359
FTC
392 (1959). The Commission has traditionally exercised this

Jacob Siegel CO.

U.S. 385 ,

discretion in favor of issuing orders enjoining future violations even
where it is certain that the precise acts involved in a case could not be

repeated because of statutory revisions or abandonment of the

business. See discussion and cases cited in

8939 , 3 CCH Trade Reg. Rep.
1976) (87 F. C. 676 , 704- 708).

Dkt.
, 987 (April 13,

Rubbermaid Inc.,

21,31 at pp. 20 985-

In this case there are no extenuating circumstances or other

persuasive reasons for departing from overwhelming
precedent in

favor of

Commission

a cease and desist order. Here, as far as one can

tell , nothing has been discontinued by SCM (Bond resigned of his own
accord when he, too, was named as a respondent) and there is no basis

for assuming that meaningful changes in procedures wil be made
unless respondent is ordered to do so. SCM has insisted all along that
as a corporation it is not subject to the prohibitions of Section 8 , and it

has not even given adequate assurances of voluntary compliance with

the law in the selection of directors other than Bond. Surely,
whatever SCM did to comply

with the law prior to

complaint
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(assuming it did anything) was inadequate since it did not detect or
prevent an unlawful interlock with its competitor Kraftco. In sum , I
fail to see how the public interest is protected in any way unless SCM
is compelled to take positive st ps t prevent futurerecurrenceDf the
same-

practice.

(17) As for the scope of the order, this is not a case where the
remedy proposed by complaint counsel is only loosely connected to
justified under the " fencing in

the ilegal conduct and could only be
rubric of

FTC

v.

National Lead Co.

order which follows covers the

exact

352 U. S 419 ,

431 (1957). The

same illegal practice as that

charged in the complaint , and merely imposes a monitoring proce-

dure which requires SCM to take certain minimal precautions in

selecting directors to avoid interlocks. This is relief which is
reasonahly related to the unlawful practice which has heen alleged
and proven.

Jacob Siegel Co.

v.

FTC,

327 U. S.

608

(1946).

CONCLUSIONS

L The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over the
subject matter of this proceeding, and over respondent SCM.
2. Respondent

SCM was at all times material herein engaged in

commerce , as " "ommerce "

is defined in the Clayton Act and the

Federal Trade Commission Act.
3. Respondent

SCM Corporation has violated Section 8 of the

Clayton Act , 15 UB. C. 19 , and Section 5" of the Federal Trade

Commission Act , 15 U. C. 45, by reason ofthe following:

(a) Respondent SCM and Kraftco are corporations which eaco
have capital, surplus , and undivided profits' aggregating ' more
than $1, 000

000.

(h) Respondent SCM and Kraftco are competitors in the sale of
margarine, edible oils, and barbecue sauce.
(c) The elimination of competition with respect to the products
cited in (h), above , by agreement between SCM and Kraftco would
constitute a violation ofthe provisions of the antitrust laws.

(d) Richard C. Bond served on the Board of Directors of
respondent SCM and Kraftco between 1967 and August 1, 1975.
4. This proceeding is not moot , and an order to cease and desist
" The complaint a!lege " vio!"t.on of both Section H and Section ,; of Uw Federal Trade Comrni si"n Act_I need
not. decide whether the lJlJ!t,U1t.iv", standard for judging an interlock may b.; different under Seetion
or whether
Section" may reach an int.erlock which vLoJate

the policy ofthcCiayton Act. although technic"lly tlotwithin the

four cort1 rs of Section H. All the reljuirerncnL'i of Section 8 have been met in thi case . and my conclusion that
Seclion " h,, been viol"ted resL, so!elyon the rule that the Federal Trade Comrnis5ior) Act regislersal! violations of
t.he CI;:yton and Sherman AcL FTCv- Motion l'icli/rrAdl'erlisinItSenJice Cu- :144 Us. 392. 3 J4" 5 (19;):J)

-.
h.tlf\l'lvV ""''''
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against SCM is both appropriate and necessary for the protection of
the public interest.

Accordingly, the following order wil issue:
ORDER
1.
It is ordered,
That upon this order becoming final respondent
SCM Corporation and its successors and. assigns , shall forthwith

cease and desist from having, and in the future shall not have, on
their board of directors any individual who either:
(a) serves at the same time as a director of Kraftco Corporation , its

successors or assigns, or any other corporation which competes with
SCM Corporation in the production or sale of any product or service;
(b) fails to submit to SCM Corporation any statement required by
Paragraph Two ofthis order.
2. It is further ordered,
That within thirty (30) days ofthe date of
service of this order and prior to each election of directors or to the

solicitation of proxies for such election, whichever is earlier, hereaft-

, SCM Corporation shall obtain a written statement from each
member of its board of directors (except directors whose terms expire
at the next election and who are not standing for re- election) and
from each nominee for a directorship (who is not then a director)

showing:

(a) the name and home mailing " address of each director or

nominee; and

(b) the name and principal offce mailing address of, and a
description of each product or service produced or sold by, each
corporation which the director or nominee then serves as a director
of, or at the time of the statement, has been nominated to serve.
Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed"ttne-lie.ve respon.

!1t

of its obligation under Paragraph l(a) hereof due to any error or
omission contained in any written statement received pursuant to

this paragraph.

3. It is

further ordered,

That within forty- five (45) days ofthe date

of service of this order and annually for a period of ten (10) years
thereafter, SCM Corporation shall fie with the Commission a written
report setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order. Copies ofthe statements obtained pursuant
to Paragraph Two of this order shall be submitted to the Commission
as part of the reports of compliance required by this paragraph.

Nothing in this paragraph shall relieve SCM Corporation of its
obligation to comply with Paragraphs One, Two , and Four of this
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order once it is no longer required to submit reports of compliance to
the Commission.
4. It is further ordered

Commission at least

That SCM Corporation shal! notify the

thirty (30) .

days prior to any change in the

-, coqfo fation such as dissolution, assignment, or sale resulting in the

emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries, or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order.
CONCURRING STATEMENT By CHAIRMAN COLLIER

I concur in the Commission s Opinion, Findings of Fact , Conclusions of Law, and Order , except that I find it unnecessary to reach the
question whether the director interlock in question violated Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act. I conclude that a violation of
Section 8 of the Clayton Act has been proven here , and that the order

entered by the Commission is fully supported

by that conclusion.

(1) OPINION OF THE COMMISSION
By DIXON,

Commissioner:

Complaint in this matter was issued on June 17 ,

1975 , charging

Kraftco Corporation (" Kraftco ), SCM Corporation (" SCM" ) and an
individual , Ricnard C. Bond (" Bond" ) with violating Section 8 ofthe
Clayton Act (15 D.

C. 19) and Section 5 of the Federal Trade

Commission Act (15 D. C. 45) by virtue of Bond' s simultaneous
presence on the boards of directors of the two corporations.

The case was assigned for hearing to Administrative Law Judge
ALJ" ) Morton Needelman. Subsequently the, I!"!tter . was . with-.
drawn from adjudication with respect to Bond and (2) Kraftco,
consent agreements with these parties were signed , and consent

orders against them were issued

on April 26 and May 6, 1976

respectively. The case against SCM was tried pursuant to a stipulated
record , and Judge Needelman entered an initial decision sustaining
the complaint and recommended entry of an order to cease and
desist. The case is before us on respondent SCM' s appeal from the
ALJ' s decision.
INITIAL DECISION

Needelman so found, that Bond
served sim ultaneously on the Boards of Directors of SCM and Kraftco
that both corporations are engaged in commerce and have capital
It was not disputed, and Judge

surplus, and undivided profits aggregating more than $1 000, 000, and

* -
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that the two corporations competed with each other in the sale of
margarine, edible oils , and barbecue sauce. (I.D. 3- 8.)' Sales by SCM

ip. fiscal 1975 of products sold in competition with Kraftco were
oughly $83 milion, while . Kraftco . sales in .the same category
approximated $258 millon. (I.D. 7.

The ALJ concluded that respondent had violated Section 8 of the

Clayton Act and Section 5 of the F. e. Act. The Judge further

desist was not
rendered moot by Bond' s voluntary resignation from SCM' s Board or
by any other circumstances, and that entry of an order corresponding
concluded that the need for an order to cease and

to the " Notice

of Contemplated Relief" initially served with the

complaint was necessary to prevent recurrence of Section 8 violations
and protect the public interest.
(3) On appeal respondent argues that it has committed no violation
of law; that if it has committed a violation there is nonetheless no
necessity for the imposition of a remedial order; and that if there is a
need for the imposition of a remedial order it should be no different
from the consent order negotiated by co- respondent Kraftco.
LIABILITY OF CORPORATE RESPONDENT

(a) Clayton Act, Section 8

Respo"derit does not question that a violation of Section 8 has
occurred, but it contends that only an Individual director may be held
liable for such a violation.
Respondent places its principal reliance upon the language of the
Section which states in relevant part that:
.. .. . no person at the same time shall be a director in any two or more
corporations , anyone of which has capital, s .rplus , and undivided profits
aggregating more than $1 000 000. engaged in whole oi1n partin commeroo- !c
if such corporations are or shall have been theretofore, by virtue of their business
and location of operation , competitors, so that the elimination, or competition by
agreement between them would constitute a violation of any of the provisions of
the antitrust laws.

(4) Respondent contends that Section 8, by its terms, merely forbids
liable
corporations
to be joint directors; it does not render
to suit for the use of interlocking directorates.
individuals

(5) While the language of Section 8 read

in vacuo

perhaps leaves

, The fallowing abbreviations arc use throughout this opinion.
LD - Initial Dedsion, Finding No.

LV. p. - Initial Deision, Page No
, Our own review of the legislative history reveals no sign that this question WM diractiy addres. during the
cours of Congress ion a! debate over the Clayton Act. Respondent cite a statement ofRep- Nelson . at p. 2J of its brief
which it argues implies that he understo Scdion 8 to cover only indlviduals- Whether this is a valid or relevant
inference, the oppoite infer""c" can pJaus.bly be dr-awn from other comments in the Congressional debates, like
(Continued)

""'
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some doubt as to the entities its proscription is intended to cover , the
language of Section 11 , (15 USC. 21 J which provides for enforcement

of Section 8, leaves none. In relevant part

Section 11 provides that the

Commission shall, upon a finding that any " person " (defined
US. e. 12 to include corporations) has violated Section 8.

in 15

* * * issue and cause to be served on such person an order requiring such person

to cease and desist from such violations, and divest itself of the stock, or other
nd itself of the directors chosen contrary to the
share capital, or assets, held or
of this Act if any there be , in the manner and within
provision.s of section. and
the time fixed by said order * * * .

(emphasis addedJ

Needless to say, only a corporation may " rid itself' of directors.
SCM suggests that the underlined words are a vestigial remnant
intended only to cover banks and the Federal Reserve Board, but

there is nothing in the wording of the statute or in its legislative

history to support this distinction. (I.D. p. 7. ) Rather , Section 11 by its
plain terms empowers the Commission to remedy violations of

corpora-

Section 8 by entering an order to cease and desist against

tions,
and this Section would be robbed of meaning by a construction
that excluded corporations from the entities covered by Section 8. We
believe , instead , that when Section 8 forbids the presence of a director
on the boards of competing corporations, it (6J speaks both to the
director and to the competing corporations, and all may be held
accountable for ignoring its dictates"
Respondent correctly points out that the Supreme Court reserved

judgment on this issue in a case in which it arose,

United States

W T Grant Co.. 345 US. 629, 634n. 9 (1953). However , at least one
lower court has enjoined a corporation from Section 8 violations in a
United States

case brought to enforce that Section,

and Co.

III F. Supp. 614 (S.

Supp. 356 (S.

Y. 1958), a

Y. 1953),
second

v.

Sears, Roebuck
165 F.

decree construed,

court has recentl' serted

the

same authority3, and the imposition of corporate habil , in accord
with decades of Justice Department and Federal Trad ,mmission
ere, whic: o;eem to treat Set" hull H a :1:OUE;h il
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enforcement of the Clayton Act, via voluntary action, consent

agreements , and litigation. To absolve

corporations of liabilty for

sharing directors with competitors would, without question , severely

undermine enforcement of the law, since any corporation

could

maintain such an interlocking directorate and, if detected, simply
teplace .the ousted director with another interlocking board member,

again without fear that detection could lead to anything more .than
the director s resignation. Sanctions (7 J against individuals alone are
likely to be of limited effect , because there are hundreds of thousands
of potential corporate directors at any given time. Sanctions against a

much smaller number of corporations are far likelier to effectuate
the purposes of Section 8, since an order against a corporation will
prevent a far larger number of potential interlocks than one against
an individual.

For the foregoing reasons we conclude that respondent' s conduct
violates the Clayton Act and may be proscribed by this Commission.
We do not quarrel with respondent' s proposition that the " plain
meaning " of a statute may not be disregarded in order to effect its
purpose. All that is " plain " in this instance , however, is that the

Clayton Act authorizes the Commission to enter an order to remedy

what respondent has done. Read in this light , we think Section 8 is
properly construed to prohibit corporations as well as individuals
from effecting interlocking directorates. The fact that this interpre.
tation is most likely to effectuate the Congressional purpose is only a
further reason to favor it.
(b) Federal Trade Commission Act,

Section 5

We also conclude that respondent' s conduct runs afoul of Section 5

inter alia.
of the Federal Trade Commission Act , which prohibits,
unfair methods of competition. It is well established that the

prohibitions of Section 5 extend to practices.. w.\jch offen d.. the
underlying spirit and policy, as well as the letter , of the imtitrust
Hutchinson Co.. 405 U.S. 233 , 239- 244 (1972);
v.
laws,
FTC
Sperry
Motion Picture
FTC
v.
384 U.S. 316 (1966);
FTC
v.
Brown Shoe.
AdvertL,ing

Service

Co. 344 U. S.

392 (1953). Assuming

arguendo

that

illegally interlocked corporations must be allowed to escape liability
dcf"ndant. in these interlock eases had argu d that Section 8appIil!d unly to individlJals Judgf' Peckham ob erved

that
rrJegardless of whether this r.ontent;uI1 is correcL. it is clear , Lnd the dcf ndants conceded at oral
argument , that Wt'T" this court to decide that injunctive relief were appTOpriate in these casl's. thi court
could , ifit chose tn , enjoin thf' defcndant corporation , as well a.F the individual dr.fr.ndants from further
violating Section See
8 e.g.. 1" lJ S.C

25... (p. 69 673. footnotes omited)

1;' UB, C. 25 isSl'dion 15 of the Clayton Act (the Justice Department/Federal Court analog to Section J I). which
empowers thedistrictcou.rL to " preventimd n,strain violations of this Act ..
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allegedly porous wording of Section 8, no better
iIJustration of a practice offensive to the spirit and policy of the
through the

antitrust laws if not their letter can be imagined

than the employ-

ment and retention by a corporation of (; director whose presence on

-the board itself violates the Taw. ' Application of Section G in such a

case does no more than effectuate the clear purpose of the Clayton
Act.

Section 5 has been similarly applied in an earlier case also arising
under the Clayton Act. In

v.

Grand Union Co.

FTC,

300 F. 2d 92 (2d

Cir. 1962), the court sustained the (8) Commission s conclusion that

Grand Union in its role as a buyer had violated Section

5 by

knowingly soliciting and receiving payments made by suppliers in
violation of Section 2(d), IG
UB. C. 13(d). The court so fOllnd despite
the fact that Section 2(d) did not expressly mention buyers. In

rejecting the argument that the Commission had applied Section 5 to

effect an unwarranted expansion

of the Clayton Act the Court

reasoned:
Nor can we accept the notion that the Commission is here legislating a " new
The practice itself is clearly proscribed" .. .. The

antitrust prohibition. "

Commission is not upsetting specific Congressional policies; the proceedings did

not " circumvent the essential criteria of illegality prescribed by the express
prohibitions of the Clayton Act. " No economic activity, once lawful. has been
suddenly brought within the prohibition of the antitrust laws. Jurisdiction,
perhaps , has been expanded from
realize the basic policy of the

. . . technical confines * . * but only fully .

. . * Ad. * *

WO

to

2d at 98 (footnotes omitted).

Here , as well , the application of Section 5 does no more than permit
the effectuation of a Congressional policy by applying that policy to
the entities in the best position to ensure its success.

That Congress specifically contemplated the application -of Section"

5 to interlocking directorates is, moreover , suggested by some of the

legislative history cited by complaint counsel. In explaining the
language of Section 5, for example, the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee reported that:
(9) The Committee was of the opinion that it would be better to put in

a

general provision condemning unfair competition than to attempt to define the
interlocking directorates.
numerous
unfair practices. such as
local price cutting,

and holding companies intended to restrain substantial competition. (emphasis
added J4

For these reasons , then, we conclude that respondent' s conduct

runs afoul of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
, S ReI' !lo. 597 . (i:3rd Cunt:r
Committee. on the 1100r.
;,1

(1\H4)Seeal. (J the
, 2rl Sess 1:3

Cong Rec. 11106. 11,,:J7 , 1 98U (1!14)

remarks of Senator Newland . Chairman of the

KHA!-" rCU CUHI-'

T AL.
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(10) NECESSITY FOR AN ORDER

Respondent argues that even assuming it has been found to have
violated the law , it should nevertheless not be ordered to desist from

. future violations ,

since it has halted the prior infraction and

promiS"e g" never to repeat iU The administrative law judge rejected

this argument and we fully concur in his conclusion and in his
reasoning, at J.D. pp. 12- 16.

The violation which occurred here continued for several years and
was terminated only when pointed out by the Commission. It was
moreover , not an insignificant , trivial , or technical infraction. In
1975 , SCM and Kraftco competed with respect to more than $300
milion worth of business , of which more than $80 million were sales
by SCM. While these figures are only a small fraction of the total
sales of the companies , $300 million or $80 million is by any measure
a great deal of trade to be jeopardized by the sorts of anticompetitive
agreements which interlocking directorates facilitate , and which

Congress meant to stop before they got started when it imposed its
ban on interlocks between competitors, cf.

Sears, Roebuck, supra.

111

F. Supp. 614 at 621. If one regards the antitrust laws seriously, and we

, this was a serious violation.

It may be that respondent does not intend to utilize illegally
interlocked directorates in the future. But it probably did not intend

to use them when it hired Mr. Bond either. We cannot , however
resist the conclusion that SCM paid inadequate attention to whether
it acted (11) permissibly or not, and there is nothing whatsoever in
the record to suggest it will not continue to pay insufficient attention
in retaining future directors unless ordered to do 60.

Under these circumstances we find nothing to challenge the ALJ'
conclusion that an order is appropriate here. Thc T.Grant
cas

supra cited by respondent held no more than that it was within the
discretion of a trial court judge to withhold injunctive relief where a
violation had been halted. The Court strongly suggested that it would
not have quarreled with the imposition of injunctive relief in the
same case, and obviously did not intend to disturb a long line of cases
prior and subsequent , holding that discontinuance of a violation is
not proper grounds for omission of a Commission order

g., Fedders

, SCM promises nevt!r 1.0 rehire Bond so long as he directs Kraftco oraoy other corporal.ion competing with SCM
(Appeal Brief. p. Jfi) hrloes not promise to avoid other unlawful interlocks with Krartcooranyone cis"
, SCM argues I.hf're is "bthing which requires it 1.0 announce what steps it will take or h,, t.aken to "void
interlocks. (Appe,,1 Brief, p. HI) We completely agree , and irtho e undisclosed procedures it uses t" comply with I.he
law had proven ,uJequllte to pn,vent thi5 violation thpir identity would be nO concern of OUrS. However , since a
violation involving a largeamountofc"mmercedidoccurand per sistforseverajyeilr ilndsincetherecord discloses
nothing of the procf'dures u ed by respondent to prevent such occurrences . we ilre hard pressed to see what other
conclusion ca" be reached than that SCM' s procedures are inade'luilte to ensure nOn repetition of future violations

),
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v.

Co.

529 F. 2d 1398 (2d Cir.

FTC,

5, 1976);

Cora Inc.

, 380 U. S.

v.

FTC,

954 (1965);

Cir. 1961),

cert. denied,

v.

FTC,

153 (1st Cir. 1964),
v.

FTC,

Galterv. FTC,

186 F.

342 UB. 818 (1951);

Eugene

368 UB. 952 (1962); (12)
cert. denied,

142 F. 2d 321, 330. (7th Cir.),

(1944). See also, United Stutes

45 UB. W. 3244 (Oct.
cert. denied,
291 F. 2d 838, 841 (7th

cert. denied,

338 F. 2d 149 ,

Clinton Watch Co.

2d 810., 813 (7th Cir.),
Dietzgen

89 F. T.C.

v.

cert. denied,

323 U. S.

730.

34 F. RD.

Newmont Mining Corp.,

50.4 , 50.5 (S. D.N. Y. 1964): " It is plain that mere resignation of a

directorship allegedly held in violation of 98 of the Clayton Act does
Grant
not render an action for violation of that Section moot. The
case expressly so holds.
Respondent' s position here would npcessitate that haying shown a
violation, complaint counsel then demonstrate by affirmative evi-

dence the likelihood of future additional violations. To the contrary,
we think the violation is itself the best evidence of the possibility of
future such occurrences , a.nd that the burden rests with respondent
to demonstrate that violations will not recur before consideration
United States

may be given to omitting an order,
supra

v.

W T. Grant Co.

at 633.

(13) THE ORDER
The administrative law judge entered an order corresponding
generally to the provisions of the " Notice

of Contemplated Relief"
issued.
Basically this order forbids SCM to violate Section 8 in the future

served upon the parties at the time the complaint was

(Par. 1), and establishes a mechanism for implementing and monitoring such compliance by reqniring that future candidates for director
provide a list of the products manufactured oy ciJinpanies wnich--they
already direct (Par. 2. ) Copies of these reports shall be fied with the
. Commission periodically, for a period of 10. years, and SCM may not
hire a director who has not provided the required report.
SCM argues generally that its order should be no broader than that

consented to by Kraftco and directs particular objection to Paragraph
, contending that the requirement that prospective directors list all
products manufactured by companies of which they are presently
directors may prove unduly burdensome in cases of companies which
manufacture numerous products.

Having reviewed the order recommended by the ALJ , we believe it
is a generally appropriate disposition of this matter , narrowly

tailored to prevent recurrence of the type of infraction that gave rise

the use of an interlocking directorate violative
of Section 8 of the Clayton Act and Section 5 of the F. e. Act. We
believe that Paragraph 2 is necessary, initially, to provide a ready
to this proceeding,

" "
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means by which SCM may effect compliance by itself and its directors
and prospective directors with Section 8, and also a means by which
the;Comniission may check on 80M' s compliance since it will review
the product lists submitted by SCM directors. We have changed the
necessity for " product description " to " product list" and as modified
we do not believe this requirement should be unnecessarily burdensome. We believe that even large corporations have readily available
a list or lists of the products they manufacture. However, we believe
there is no necessity that this requirement exist in perpetuity, and we

During this
time it will provide a mechanism for SCM to comply with the law and
for the Commission to monitor its compliance. Thereafter , SCM wil
(11 J remain under obligation to adhere to Section 8, but it will be at
shall instead limit its duration to a period of five years.

liberty to adopt alternative methods by

which to do so ,

as its

experience dictates.

We have also modified Paragraph I(a) to make clear that its
prohibition on interlocks with Kraftco Corporation applies only while
SCM and Kraftco are competitors. In addition we have modified the
class of competitors with which SCM may not interlock to exclude
in
the order,
any " subsidiaries
sisters " or " parents " as defined

and amended the reporting requirement accordingly.

In all other

respects we have retained the order recommended by the administrative law judge , and conclude that it is in the public interest that such
an order be entered.
Respondent argues, as noted above , that if an order must be

entered it should be no different , or at least no more stringent, than
the consent order to which co- respondent

Kraftco earlier agreed. Any
more comprehensive order , protests respondent, would becdis.riminatory and tantamount to punishing it for having exercised its

constitutional right to contest the charges against it'

SCM seeks to

bolster its argument with the following syllogism: In accepting a
consent order the Commission certifies that it is in the public
interest; a litigated order must similarly be in the public interest;
therefore the Kraftco consent order is a suffcient disposition of this

proceeding and anything in excess of its provisions must amount to
punishing SCM for litigating.
(15 J An unstated premise of this argument is ,

of course , that

, RespoJJdent "Ii;" m;,kei; cerlilin oiher charges of discrimination which arc pat ntly frivuluus It cites thl'
Commission s past practice of forebearin" lu obtain 1m order where the interlock was dissolved, But it does nol deny
that t.his enf')rcementstrategy was modified well in advance of the instant rnatter , since which time the Commission
has snughl cease and desist orders from many alleged Sect.i'm H violators. (I. D. p. 11) Respondent ab"urgucs that

was discriminated ag'iJinsl hy being sued without being previously not.ified of th" charges against it, Assuming
(JrI,llendn

tl13t this WaS the case (there is SOme dispute as tu whetlwr it 1.0.
was.PI', 11- 12)wecan apprehend no

prejudices,,,,,e respondent was subsequentiygivenanopportlJnityt.onegutiateaconsentsettleme"t but evinced no

appr.entintnestOD.

n21)

--

'-.

. -
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Kraftco, the consent settlor, may be assumed to have violated the law
in equal measure as SCM, so that the remedy appropriate to Kraftco
. may somehow be the test of that appropriate to SCM. In fact , of
. cour e, Kraftco in setting admitted no legal liability, and gave up its
opportunity to defend the charges against it and to present any

evidence which might tend to mitigate the force of incriminating
evidence. In light of this it is somewhat presumptuous for this
Commission or SCM to assume that Kraftco s

order provides an

absolute measure of what would satisfy the public interest with
respect to SCM.

that it is at all relevant to compare
arguendo
However , assuming
the treatment of a party which has not admitted liability and that
accorded a party adjudged in

violation, we nonetheless find no

impropriety in the mere imposition of varying orders upon

settlors

and non-settlors in the same case.

The " public interest" on behalf of which this Commission is
enjoined to act comprehends not only the justness with which

particular disputes are resolved, but the speed and efficiency with

which resolutions are obtained as well. The public unquestionably
has a strong interest in the ability of its law enforcement institutions

to resolve controversies swiftly and at minimum cost. Every party
accused of wrong- doing in our system has the right to insist that the
government prove the charges against it , but if every accused were to
exercise that right to its fullest extent the administration of justice
would be seriously retarded if not actually imperiled. As a result , we
believe the Commission docs not act improperly when , in considering
acceptance of a proferred consent order ,

it weighs as part of the

requisite public interest the savings in timc :Jllcmey, and uncertainty

which the settlement will provide.

It follows from this that the terms of a consent settlement may,
consistently with the public interest, be less stringent than the

corresponding order obtained through litigation , and conversely, that
an order entered after litigation may properly be more stringent than
an order entered after settlement.
(16 J Moreover, SCM does not suggest, nor could it , that the order
entered here wiJ disadvantage it in competing with Kraftco , or with
any other company. Nor does the order do more than prevent the
recurrence of violations of law previously engaged in. This being the
case, we cannot conclude that the order is punitive merely because it
is broader in some respects than an order entered after negotiations
with a party charged with but not formally adjudged to have

committed the same offense.
An appropriate order is appended.
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(1) FINAL ORDER

This matter having been heard by the Commission upon the appeal
decision, and upon briefs and oral

of '-espqnjlent from the initial

argument in support thereof and opposition thereto , and the Commis-

sion, for the reasons stated in the accompanying Opinion having
determined to deny the appeal:
It is ordered,

That the initial decision of the administrative law

judge , pages 1- , be adopted as the Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law of the Commission.

Other Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of the Commission
are contained in the accompanying Opinion.
It is further ordered,

That the following order to cease and desist be,

and it hereby is , entered:
(2 J ORDER

The following definitions shall apply in this order:
Subsidiary" of SCM means any corporation, 50 percent or
more of the voting stock of which is owned or controlled , directly
or indirectly, by SCM.
Parent" of SCM means any corporation which owns or

controls , directly or indirectly, 50 percent or more of the voting

stock
of SCM.
Sister " of SCM means any subsidiary of a parent of

SCM.

That respondent SCM Corporation and its
1.
It is ordered,
successors and assigns shall forthwith cease and desist from having,
and in the future shall not have, on their board of directors any
individual who either:
(a) serves at the same time as a director of Krai'ce. Corporation,jts
successors or assigns (so long as Kraftco and SCM Corporation
compete in the production or sale of any product or service), or serves

at the same time as a director of any other corporation (other than a
subsidiary, parent, or sister of SCM) which competes with SCM
Corporation in the production or sale of any product or service; or
(b) fails to submit to SCM Corporation any statement required by
Paragraph Two of this order to be obtained by SCM.
2. It is f"rther ordered,

That within thirty (30) days of the

effective date of this order , and prior to each election of directors or

prior to the solicitation of proxies for such election, whichever is
earlier, SCM Corporation shall obtain a written statement from each
member of its board of directors (except directors whose terms expire
at the next election and who are not standing for re-election) and
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from each nominee for a directorship (who is not then a director)
showing:

(a) the name and home mailng address of each director

or

nominee; and

(b) the name and principal office mailing address of, and a listing of
eacn product or service (3) produced or sold by, each corporation

which the director or nominee then serves as a director, or has been
nominated to serve as a director at the time ofthe statement.
The requirements of this paragraph shall not apply to elections of
directors occurring after five years from the effective date of this
order, nor shall directors or nominees be required to list products or
services of subsidiaries, sisters, or parents of SCM Corporation.

Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to relieve respondent

of its obligation under Paragraph l(a) hereto due to any error or
omission contained in any written statement received pursuant to

this paragraph.

That within forty-five (45) days of the
effective date of this order and annually for a period often (10) years
thereafter , SCM Corporation shall fie with the Commission a written
report setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order. Copies of the statements obtained pursuant
3. It

further ordered.

to Paragraph Two of this order shall be submitted to the Commission
as part of the reports of compliance required by this

paragraph

during the first five (5) years. Nothing in this paragraph shall relieve

SCM Corporation of its obligation to comply with Paragraphs One
and Four of this order once it is no longer required to submit reports
of compliance to the Commission.
4. It is further ordered

That SCM Corporation shall notify the

Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any change in the
corporation such as dissolution, assignment , or sale' resu.lting in the'
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries, or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order.

..

RAPPERSWILL CORP. . ET AL.

Complaint

IN THE MATTER OF

RAPPERSWILL CORPORATION , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER, ETC. ,

IN
REGARD- TO ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Doket

2861.

Complaint, JaTL

12. 1977 -

Decision. Jan.

12. 1977

Consent order requiring a -New York City manufacturer of building insulation,
among other things to cease misrepresenting that its
proucts are nQn
combustible non flammab)e.
or non toxic;
that urea- formaldehyde foam has
ben certified "non- combustible " that it is not included in the
C.'s cellular
plastics activities; and failing to make required disclosures with respet to

numerical flame spread rating representations. Further, respondents are
required to- send certain building offcials and previous purchasers of their
products a presribed statement noting that - their products cannot be
considered " non- combustible " in actual fire conditions and should be installed
accordingly.

Appearances
Blumberg.

For the Commission:

Lawrence

For the respondents:

David Greene. Aberman. Greene

S.

New

Locke,

York City.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that the parties named
in the caption hereof, hereinafter more particularly described
designated as respondents , have violated the provisions of said

and

Act
and it appearing to the Commission that a pr9ceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest , hereby. issesits .complaint.
stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Rapperswil

Corporation is a corpora-

tion organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of New York, with its principal offce and place of
business located at 305 East 40th St. , New York, New York.
Respondent Rapco Chemical, Incorporated is a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of

the State , of South Carolina, with its principal offce and place of
business at 3231 Bryson Drive, Florence, South Carolina.

Respondent Rapco, Inc. is a corporation organized, existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
California, with its principal offce and place of business at 518

11th St. , Richmond , California.

South

", ""

" "

" "
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PAR. 2. Respondent companies are engaged in the manufacture

marketing and sales of cellular plastics products , including ureaformaldehyde foam, in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
. PAR. .3. In the course and. cohduct of its business, respondents have

represented that certain of their urea- formaldehyde foam products
non-combustible
are either " non-f1ammable, non-combustible
nontoxic, "
per ASTM E- 136regarding plastics f1ammability.

or not included in F.

e. actions

PAR. 4. In truth and in fact ,

respondents ' urea- formaldehyde foam
,
nonf1ammable,
or non- toxic. It was included
combustible
is not non-

within the activities of the Federal Trade Commission referred to by
respondents regarding cellular plastics, namely, the Commission

investigation and order, In the Matter of the Society of the Plastics
Industry, Inc. , et aI. , Dkt. C- 2596, and the Commission s proposed
trade regulation rule Disclosure of Combustion Characteristics in
the Marketing and Certification of Cellular Plastics, " 16 CFR 439.
Furthermore, ASTM E- 136- 65 is an obsolete test; respondents
products would not be rated " non- combustible " under the currently
accepted standard, ASTM E- 136- 73.

Therefore , these representations were false , deceptive and had a

tendency and capacity to mislead consumers, builders ,

building

offcials and the public.

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid,
each of the respondent companies , has been in substantial competi-

commerce with other corporations, firms , and
individuals, in the sale and distribution of cellular plastics products.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as alleged
herein , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
of respondents ' competitors and constituted , an d now constitute
tion in or affecting

unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption

hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its considera-

tion and which, if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act; and

Decision and Order

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by
the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the
aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
. admis.iOn by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the

Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered

the matter and

having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the

comments fied thereafter pursuant to Section 2. 34(b) of its Rules,
now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed.in Section
34(b) of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint
makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following
order:
1. Respondent Rapperswil. Corporation

is a corporation organ-

ized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of

the State of New York, with its principal offce and place of business
located at 305 East 40th St., New York, New York.
Respondent Rapco Chemical, Incorporated is a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of South Carolina, with its principal offce and place of
business at 3231 Bryson Drive , Florence, South Carolina.
Respondent Rapco, Inc. is a corporation organized , existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws

of the State of

California , with its principal office and place of business at 518 South
11th St. , Richmond , California.
The Federal Trade Commission has jurrsdietiOILof tbe subj()ct

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER
It

ordered.

That RapperswiJl

Corporation, Rapco Chemical,

Incorporated , Rapco, Inc., (hereinafter referred to as " respondents
and respondynts ' successors , assigns , officers, representatives , agents
and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary,

division, or any other device, in connection with the advertising,
offering for sale, selling or distributing in commerce within the
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United States of urea- formaldehyde foam and other cellular plastics
products (hereinafter referred to as " Products ) do forthwith:
A. Cease and desist from:
1. Using, publishing or disseIVinating, or encouraging others to
. use, " publish or disseminate , directly or indirectly, orally or in

writing, whether or not in conjunction with or with reference to any
test or standard , such descriptive terminology or expressions as " noncombustible, non- burning, self-extinguiBhing, " or " non- toxic, " or

any other term , expression , product designation or trade name of
substantially the same meaning, except that such terminology or

expression may be used with respect
developed which is,

to any product hereafter

in fact, non- combustible , non- burning,
extinguishing, or non- toxic , as the case may be under actual

conditions ,

and except that reference

selffire
may be made to numerical

flame spread ratings where (in the case of written reference) the
following statement is included as prominently as , and in close

conjunction to, such reference:

This numerical flame spread rating is not intended to reflect
hazards presented by this or any other material under actual fire
conditions.

or where (in the case

of oral reference) a disclosure that the

numerical flame spread rating is . not intended to reflect hazards
under actual fire conditions is made in conjunction with such oral
reference:
2. Representing that urea- formaldehyde foam is not included
within activities of the Federal Trade Commission with respect to

cellular plastics;
3. Representing that urea. formaldehyde

certified or is rated as " non-combustible "

foamislestetl;passes , is
under the test method

known as ASTM E- I36- 65.

B. Establish and implement a program to identify previous

purchasers from respondent of Products since October 1 , 1972 , and to

supply each purchaser so identified with a notice in the form of
Appendix A hereof within 120 days from the date this order

becomes final.

C. Take all necessary and appropriate actions to inform present
and future employees having managerial , sales, marketing, or

research responsibility regarding Products and ali distributors or
franchisees of Products of the

provisions of Paragraph A and

Appendix A of this order and to enforce compliance

therewith by

such persons by:
1. Furnishing each present employee, distributor or franchisee

Decision and Order

within thirty days from the effective date of the order, and each such
distributor or franchisee within thirty days of his

future employee ,

assignment to managerial , sales, marketing, or research responsibili+
ty regarding Products, with a copy of Paragraph A and Appendix A

together. with a written notice , over the signature
of the
respondents
chief executive offcer , which promulgates the policy required
Paragraph A , and (a) which notifies each employee , distributor or
franchisee that respondent will take appropriate disciplinary action
which shall, in the event of willful or repeated violations, consist of
fine , suspension or dismissal, against any employee who engages in
acts or practices prohibited by Paragraph A, and (b) which notifies

each distributor or franchisee that respondent will cancel all
contracts for the sale or distribution of products in the event of
violation of the terms of Paragraph A; and
2. Requiring appropriate periodic written assurance from each
such person that his business practices conform with the require-

ments of Paragraph A of this order.
D. Cease and desist from paying, directly or indirectly, any agent
distributor , or franchisee , or any other person for the preparation,
dissemination or publication of any advertising or promotional

material which does not comply with the provisions of Paragraph A
ofthis order.

E. Within thirty days of the effective date of this order , supply a
copy of the Notice contained in Appendix A to the International
Conference of Building Officials , Building Offcials and Code Administrators , Southern Building Code Congress , National Building Code
the National Fire Protection Association, and each federal , state or
local building department or other agency or other organization from

which respondent has sought acceptance or approval of its Product
for use in building construction.
F. Submit to the Commission within sixty ' (60) day. andon
hundred twenty (120) days after service upon them this order , a
report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which respondents have complied with the order and thereafter to

submit such other reports relating to the subject matter ofthis order
as the Commission may thereafter direct.
G. Notify the Commission

at least thirty days prior to any

proposed change in the corporate respondents such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor

corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries engaged in the
manufacture or distribution of products in the United States , or any
other change in the corporation which may affect compliance
obligations arising out
of the
order.
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Commissioner Dole did not participate.
AI' PENDIX A

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING THE FLAMMABILITY Of UREA+ORMAI.DEHYDE
FOAM

The flammability characteristics of urea- formaldehyde foam and certain cellular
plastics used as building insulation are tested pursuant to numerous test methods and
standards. Included among these are ASTM E- 84, E- 136 , E- 162 , D- 635 , and D- 1692; UL
94 and
n3;
and NFPA 255. The Federal Trade Commission considers that these
standards are not accurate indicators ufthe performance ufthe tested materials under

actual fire conditions and that they are only valid as a meaBuremcnt of the
performance of materials under specific, controlled test conditions. The terminology
self- extinf"ruishing,
non- combustible " or "" 25 (or any other) flame spread" is not " intended to and
may not reflect the hazards presented by such products under actual fire conditions.

associated with the above tests or standards , such as " non- burning,

No urea- formaldehyde foam product that is currently marketed can be considered
non- combustible. " Moreover , some hazards associated with numerical flame spread

ratings for such products derived from test methods and standards may vary
significantly from those which would be expected of other products with the same
numerical rating.
In order to protect against

fire hazard, urea- formaldehyde foam should not be

installed .in an exposed or unprotected condition. This notice is not intended to address

the hazards presented by any proprietary product. The manufacturer of each
particular product should be consulted for complete instructions to minimize the risks

that may be involved in the use of the product. The Federal Trade Commission , Washington

C. 20580 , requests that any

representation that is inconsistent with the terms of this notice be brought to its
attention.
This notice is distributed by Rapperswill Corporation pursuant to agreement with
the Federal Trade Commission.
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IN THE MATTER OF

BREKKE ENTERPRISES
CONSENT ORDER , ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE I;EDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Dockei C- 2862.

12, 1.977

Complaint. Jan.

-

Decision

Jan.

, 1977

Consent order requiring a Tacoma, Washington , building insulation manufacturer
among other things , to cease misrepresenting that its products are noncombustible, non- flammable , or non- toxic; that urea- formaldehyde foam has
been certified " non- combustible, " that it is not included in the F.
s cellular

plastics activities; and failing to make required disclosures with respect to
numerical flame spread rating representations. Further , respondents are
required to send certain building offcials and previous purchasers of their

products a prescribed statement noting that their products cannot be

considered " non- combustible " in actual fire conditions and should be installed

accordingly.

Appearances
Lawrence S. Blumberg.
Pro se.

For the Commission:
For the respondent:

COM LAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Brekke Enterprises,
hereinafter more particularly described and designated as respon-

dent , has violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect tflCTeof",p;1ld be in tba
public interest ,

hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that

respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Brekke Enterprises is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Washington , with its principal office and place of
business located at 1320 Tidehaven Road East , Tacoma , Washington.
PAR. 2. Respondent is engaged in the manufacture, marketing and

sales of cellular plastics products , including urea- formaldehyde foam
in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent has

represented that certain of its urea- formaldehyde foam products are
either " non- flammable
non-combustible
non- combustible per
ASTM E- 136-

" or " nontoxic.

PAR. 4. In truth and in fact ,

respondent' s urea- formaldehyde foam

. -
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,

is not non- combustible , non- flammable, or non- toxic. Furthermore
ASTM E- 136- 65 is an obsolete test; respondent' s products would not
be rated " non- combustible"under the currently accepted standard,
ASTM E- 136- 73.
Therefore , these representations were false , deceptive and had a

tendency and capacity to mislead

consumers , builders, building

offcials and the public.

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid,
in or affecting
commerce with other corporations , finns, and individuals, in the sale
and distribution of cellular plastics products.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as alleged
herein , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
of respondent' s competitors and constituted, and now constitute,

respondent has been in substantial competition

unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts

and practices of tQe respondent named in the caption

hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a

copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of

Consumer

Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respon-

dent with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
a consenf6tdBr aIl. admjssion"iyexecuted an agreement containing
the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is
for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such
complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the

Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered

the matter and

having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34(b) of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the

findings, and enters the following order:

following jurisdictional

" "

" "

" "
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1. Respondent Brekke Enterprises is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Washington , with its - principal offce and place of business
located at 1320 Tidehaven Road East , Tacoma , Washington.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding

is in the public interest.
ORDER
It is ordered,
That Brekke Enterprises, (hereinafter referred to as
respondent" ), and respondent' s successors, assigns, officers , representatives, agents and employee., directly or through any corporation, subsidiary, division, or any other device , in connection with the
advertising, offering for sale, selling or distributing in commerce
within the United States of urea- formaldehyde foam and other
cellular plastics products (hereinafter referred to as " Products ) do
forthwith,
A. Cease and desist from,

1. Using, publishing or disseminating, or encouraging others to
publish oc disseminate, directly or indirectly, orally or in
writing, whether or not in conjunction wIth or with reference to any

use ,

test or standard , such descriptive terminology or expressions as " nonself- extinguishing,
non- combustible
non- toxic " or

burning,

any other term, expression ,

product designation or trade name of
substantially the same meaning, except that such terminology or

expression may be used with respect
developed which is ,

to any, product hereafter

in fact, non- combustible , - n on- bllfnihg;

-selr-

as the case may be , under actual fire
conditions , and except that reference may be made to numerical
extinguishing, or non- toxic ,

flame spread ratings where (in the case of written reference) the
following statement is included as prominently as , and in close

conjunction to, such reference:

This numerical flame spread rating is not intended to reflect
hazards presented by this or any other material under actual fire
conditions.

or where (in the case

of oral reference) a disclosure that the

numerical flame spread rating is not intended to reflect hazards
under actual fire conditions is made in conjunction with such oral
reference;
2. Hepresenting that urea- formaldehyde foam is tested , passes, is
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certified or is rated as " non-combustible "
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YT.

under the test method

known as ASTM E- 136- 65.
B. "

Establish and imple

erit a program to identify previous

purchasers from respondent of Products since January 1 , 1972 , and to

supply each purchaser so identified with a notice in the form of
Appendix A hereof within 120 days from the date this order becomes
final.

C. Take all necessary and appropriate actions to inform present
and future employees having managerial ,

sales, marketing, or
research responsibility regarding products and all distributors or

franchisees of Products of the

provisions of Paragraph A and

Appendix A of this order and to enforce compliance .therewith

by

such persons by:
1. Furnishing each present employee, distributor or franchisee

within thirty days from the effective date of the order , and each such
future employee, distributor or franchisee within thirty days of his
assignment to managerial , sales , marketing, or research responsibility regarding Products, with a copy of Paragraph A and Appendix A
together with a written notice, over the signature of the respondent'
chief executive offcer , which promulgates the policy required in
Paragraph A , and (a) which notifies each employee , distributor or
franchisee that respondent wil take appropriate disciplinary action
which shall, in the event of willful or repeated violations, consist of
fine, suspension or dismissal , against any employee who engages in
acts or practices prohibited by Paragraph A, and (b) which notifies

each distributor or franchisee that respondent will cancel all
contracts for the sale or distribution of piodocts.in the event
violation ofthe terms of Paragraph A; and
2. Requiring appropriate periodic written assurance from each
such person that his business practices conform with the requirements of Paragraph A of this order.

desist from paying, directly or indirectly, any agent
distributor, or franchisee , or any other person for the preparation,
D. Cease and

dissemination or publication of any advertising or promotional

material which does not comply with the provisions of Paragraph A
of this order.
E. Within thirty days of the effective date of this order , supply a
copy of the Notice contained in Appendix A to the International

Conference of Building Offcials, Building Officials and Code Administrators , Southern Building Code Congress , National Building Code
the National Fire Protection Association, and each federal ,

state or

local building department or other agency or other organization from

" "
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which respondent has sought acceptance or approval of its Products
for use in building construction.
F. Submit to the Commission

llUndreil twenty (120) days . alter

within sixty (60) days and one

servke

upon them of this order , a

report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which respondent has complied with the order and thereafter to

submit such other reports relating to the subject matter of this order

as the Commission may thereafter direct.

G. Notify

the Commission at least thirty days prior to any

proposed change in the corporate respondent such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor

corporation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries engaged in the
manufacture or distribution of products in the United States, or any
other change in the corporation which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of the order.
Commissioner Dole did not participate.
ApPENDIX A
IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING THE HAMMABILITY OF UREA-FORMALDEHYDE
FOAM

The f1ammability characteristics of urea- formaldehyde foam and certain cellular
plastics used as building insulation are tested pursuant to numerous lest methods and
standards. Included among these are ASTM E- 84,

136 , E- 162 , D- 635 , and D- 1692; VL

94 and 723; and N!,' PA 255. The Federal Trade Commission considers

that these

standards are riot accurate indicators ufthe performance of the tested materials under

actual fire conditions and that they are only valid as a measurement of the
performance of materials under specific, controlled test conditions. The terminology
associated with the above tests or standards , such as " non- burning, self extinguishing,
non- combustible, " or " 25 (or any other) flame spread" is not intended to and
may riot rel1ed the ha7.ards presented by such products un de-" cactu9J fire. cNlditieft'i,,
No urea- formaldehyde foam product that is currently marketed can be considered
non- combustible. " Moreover, some hazards associated with numerical flame spread

ratings for such products derived from test methods and standards may vary
significantJy from those which would be expected of other products with the same
numerical rating.
In order to protect against fire hazard, urea- formaldehyde
installed in an exposed or unprotected condition. This notice

the hazards presented by any proprietary product.

foam should not be

is not intended to address

The manufacturer of each

particular product should be consulted for complete instructions to minimize the risks

that may be involved in the use ofihe product.
The Federal Trilde Commission, Washington, D.C. 20580 , requests that any

representation that is inconsistent with the terms of this notice be brought to its
attention.
This notice is distributed by Brekke Enterprises pursuant to agreement with the
Federal Trade Commission.
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IN THE MATTER OF

HUDSON PHARMACEUTICAL CORPORATION
CONSENT

ORDER ETC.

IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Doket C- 286o.

Complaint, Jan.

13. 1977 -

Decision. Jan.

13, 1977

N. , manufacturer and
among other things , to cease

Consent order requiring a Borough of West Caldwell ,
distributor of children s vitamin supplements ,

inducing the dissemination of or disseminating any advertisements relating to
vitamin supplements or preparations designed primarily for use by children
where such advertisements are directed to children.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Jonathan A. Sheldon.

For the respondent:

Jerry S. Cohen. Kohn. Savett, Marion

, Philadelphia , Pa.

Graf,

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
Act the Federal
Trade Com mission, . having reason to believe that Hudson Pharmaand by virtue of the authority vested in it by said

, a ' corporation , hereinafter referred to as
respondent , has violated the provisions of said
Act,
and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be
in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges
ceutical Corporation

in that respect as foIlows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Hudson Pharm""utical Corporation!s
a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal offces

and place of business located at 21 Henderson Drive, Borough of West
Caldwell , State of New Jersey.

PAR. 2. Respondent Hudson Pharmaceutical Corporation is now
and has been engaged in the packaging, advertising, offering for sale

sale and distribution of vitamin supplements designed for use by
children , including vitamin supplements designated " Spider- Man

Vitamins "

and " Spider- Man

Vitamins with Iron. "

These vitamin

supplements are purchased for the use of children.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent

Hudson Pharmaceutical Corporation now transports and has trans-

ported and has caused said vitamin supplements to be transported
from its plant and facilities to purchasers in various states other than
the state of origin. Respondent Hudson Pharmaceutical Corporation

HUDSON PHARMACEUTICAL CORP.

Complaint
maintains, and at all times herein has maintained, a substantial
course

of trade

in said vitamin supplements in or affecting commerce,
Fed ral Trade- Commission Act , as

cmp-merce " is defined in the

amended.
.
PAR. 4. In the further course and conduct of its

business, respon-

dent at all times mentioned herein has been and is now in substantial
competition in commerce with individuals, firms and corporations in
the sale and distribution of their respective products or services.
PAR. 5. In the further course and conduct of its business, and for the
purpose of inducing the sale of the said vitamin supplements
respondent has prepared advertisements of said vitamin supple-

ments and caused them to be broadcast by television stations located

in at least one State of the United States and having suffcient power
to transmit such broadcasts across state lines.
In addition , also in the further course and conduct of its business
and for the purpose of inducing the sale of said vitamin supplements

respondent has prepared advertisements of said vitamin supplements and caused them to be published in newspapers distributed
across state lines.
PAR. 6. Typical of the content of said advertisements , but not allinclusive thereof, are the foIlowing storyboard of a television

commercial aI)d the following wrjtten portion of an advertisement in
a Sunday newspaper comic supplement'
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PAR. 7. Respondent' s aforesaid advertising is directed to children.
(For the purposes of this complaint " children " shall mean persons
un,d()T twelve (12)

years . 01' age. ) Children are unqualified by age aT

expeTience to decide for themselves whetheT or not they need or
should use multiple vitamin supplements in geneml or an advertised
brand in particular; thus the directing of advertising of multiple
vitamin supplements to children is in itself an unfair practice.
PAR. 8. Respondent' s aforesaid advertising utilizes the endorsements of a hero figure, Spider- Man, who is known for his super-

human strength and abilities and has a special appeal to children.
PAR. 9. The hero figure, Spider- Man, appears as the program

character, " Spidey " on a popular children s television progmm, " The
Electric Company.
PAR. 10. Respondent' s aforesaid advertising is read or viewed by an
audience a significant portion of which is composed of children.
PAR. 11. The use of a program character such as described in

Paragraph Nine in television advertising viewed by an audience a

significant portion of which is composed of children , has the tendency

and capacity to blur for childrcn the distinction bctwcen program
contcnt and advertising and to take advantage of the trust relationship
developed between children and tbe program character.

Paragraphs
Eight , Nine and Eleven to endorse children s vitamin supplements in
advertising read or viewed by such an audience as described in
PAR. 12. The use of such a hero figure as described in

Paragraph Ten has the tendency and capacity to lead significant

numbers of children to belicve

that the endorsed product has

qualities and characteristics it does not have.
PAR. 13. Such advertising as describeu1u' PaFagraphs Eight
through Twelve has the tendency and capacity to induce children to

take excessive amounts of vitamin supplements which may cause
injury to their health.

Therefore, the acts or practices alleged in Paragmphs Five through
Thirteen above are unfair or deceptive.
PAR. 14. The use by respondent of the said unfair

or deceptive acts

or practices has had and now has the tendency and capacity to induce
a substantial portion ofthe purchasing public to purchase substantial
quantities of the said vitamin supplements.
PAR. 15. The aforesaid acts and pmctices of respondent , as herein
alleged, were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
of respondent' s

competitors, and constituted and now constitute

unfair or deceptive acts or practices and unfair methods of competi-

tion in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

HUDSON PHARMACEUTICAL CORP
Decision and Order

DECISION AND ORDER
- The Commission having

heretofore determined to issue its com-

tairit 'cKarging the respondehf named in the caption hereto with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and the respondent
having been served with notice of said determination and with a copy
of the complaint the Commission intended to issue, together with a
proposed form of order; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by
the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the

complaint to issue herein, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having considered the agreement and having

provisionally accepted same, and the agreement containing consent
order having thereupon been placed on the public record for a period

of sixty (60) ciays, and having duly considered the comments fied
thereafter pursuant to Section 2. 34(b) of its Rules , now in further
conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34(b) of its
Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint in the form
contemplated by said agreement , makes the following jurisdictional
findings, and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Hudson Pharmaceutical Corporation is a corpora.
tion organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Delaware , with its principal offces and place of

business located at 21 Henderson Drive, Borough.o W stCaJdwell
State of New Jersey.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding

is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered.

That Hudson Pharmaceutical Corporation and its

offcers, agents, representatives and employees, directly or through
any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device ,

in connection
with the advertising, packaging, offering for sale , sale or distribution
in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amended, of any vitamin supplement or

, -
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vitamin preparation designed primarily for use by children , do

forthwith cease and desist from directly or indirectly disseminating,
or- ctusing the dissemination of any advertisement for -a- vitamin
supplement or vitamin preparation designed primarily for use by
children where such advertisement is directed to children.

For purposes of this order , the term " children " shall mean persons
under twelve (12) years of age.

For purposes of this order, the term " advertisement directed to
children " shall be limited to:

A. Any advertisement , irrespective of the age composition of its
whose dominant appeal is to a child audience

actual audience ,

instead of an adult audience, broadcast over any television network
or television station , or appearing in any print media;
B. Any advertisement appearing on any television program
broadcast over any television network or television station , more
than fifty percent (50%) of the audience of which is

composed of

children; or in any spot announcement during any program break in,
or during the program break immediately preceeding or foIlowing,
any television program more than fifty percent (50%) ofthe audience
of which is composed of children.

For the purposes of this order the determination of whether a
television program had an audience more than 50 percent of which is

composed of children, and thus falls within . fhe provisions or-this
subpart of this order , shall be based on information as to the audience

composition of television programs by age group contained in the
reports of major audience rating services;
e. Any advertisement broadcast over any television network or

television station from 6 a. m. to 9:05 p. m. local time where the
advertisement utilizes a hero figure, including but not limited to
Spider- Man, " which has a special appeal for children, and which

directly or indirectly endorses, demonstrates, uses, or appears in
conjunction with the product. A depiction of the product' s container

or package on which a hero figure appears is not considered use of a
hero figure for purposes of this order so long as the depiction of the
container or package is limited to less than one- third of the size of the
screen;
D. Any advertisement appearing in a comic book where the

printed matter is directed primarily to children;

HUDSON PHARMACEUTICAL CORP.
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E. Any advertisf3ment appearing in print media where 50 percent

or more of the trim area of the advertisement or of a page of the
advertisement consists of the depiction of a hero figure which has a
special appeal for children; -including but not limited to " Spider-

addressed

Man;
F. Any advertisement " where the

advertisement states it

addressed to children; or
G. Any

to child.

advertisement sent through the mail

ren , or whose addresses include " the names of children, or whose
content is not sealed within an envelope.

divisions;
It is further ordered,

That the respondent corporation shall

forthwith distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating
It is further ordered,

That respondent corporation' notify the

Commission at least 30 days prior to any proposed.

change in the

corporate respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resuIt.
ing in the emergence of a successor corporation ,

the

creation or

dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation

which may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.
It is further ordered,
That the respondent herein shalI within sixty

(60) days after service upon them of this order,

fie with the

Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which they complied with this order.

,.

. . ',
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IN THE MA1TER OF

BOISE CASCADE CORPORATION ET AL.
Doket

14. /,977

Interlocutory Order. Jan.

8958.

Commission declines to entertain motion for reconsideration by the full Commission
of orders of Dec. 23, 1976 , and Jan. 3 , 1977 , regarding extensions of time.

Appearances
James

For the Commission:

C.

and

Egan, Jr" Robert J. Enders

Roger L. Leifer,
Robert T Johnson, Bell, Boyd, Lloyd, Haddad

For the respondents:

Chicago, Il.

& Burns,

John K. Mallory, Jr.. Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen &

Washington, D. C.,

Hamilton,

Sterling,

Wade, Sherman

George J.

Portland, Ore.,

Frank Brewer,

Edwin

New York City,

S.

Rockefeller,

Franc ' A. Kareken,
,
Anderson,
Nash. Yerke &
,
Miller
Tacoma, Wash. Norman J. Wiener
Washington, D.

Rockefeller,

Bierbower

Wiener

Portland, Ore.

Edward T

Rieser, Jr" Reed, Smith
Hammond E. Chaffetz, Kirkland

, Shaw

Tate, Lee A. Rau

Ellis,

and

Joseph A.

Washington, D. C. and

McClay,

Chicago, Ill.

ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
On December 23 , 1976, the Commission issued an order denying as

unwarranted a motion filed by all respondents for a 60- day

of time in which to fie their appeal briefs

extension

from the initial decision

and, instead, granting respondents 45 days after service of the initial
decision in which to fie. On January 3, 1977 , the Commission rejected
a separate request fied by respondent WiJamette Industries, Inc. , for,
a 60,

day extension.

Respondent Wilamette now moves that the Commission reconsid,
er its January 3 , 1977, order. Respondent renews and expands upon

its claim that new counsel, retained to represent it on the appeal
require more time in which to familiarize themselves with the record.
It is determined that no reasons have been presented to warrant a
modification of the original orders. Because this determination is

properly issued in the name of the Commission pursuant to the
delegation of functions published at 27 F. R. 481 (Jan. 17 ,

1962), the

Commission declines to entertain the motion for reconsideration by
:he full Commission.
Et is so ordered.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.

Complaint

IN THE MAlTER OF

, INTEftNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION RP
SEe. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 8 OF
THE CLAYTON ACT
Dacket C- 286.q.

Complaint. Jan.

18, 1.977

requiring an Armonk ,

Consent order

N.

-

Decision. .Jan.

18, 1977

, marketer of data communications

systems , equipinentand services, among other things, to cease seating on its
serve as directors of New
board of directors , individuals who simultaneously

York Telephone Company, American Telephone and Telegraph Company
(AT&T), or any other competitive subsidiary of AT&T. Further, responrlcIlt is
required to adoptanrlenforce certain prescribed procedures designed to detect

and prevent future interlocking directorates.

Appearances
Brian H. Siegel.
John W. Douglas,

For the Commission:

For the

respondent:

Covington

Burling,

Washington, D.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the

above-named respondent has violated the provisions of Section 8 of
the Clayton Act and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the interest

of

the public, issues this complaint, stating its charges as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent International Business Machines Corporation (" IBM" ) is a corporation organized allLexipyng under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New York , maintainIng its prlfiCipal
place of business at Armonk, New York. At all times relevant to this
complaint , IBM had capital, surplus, and undivided profis aggregating in excess of $1

000

000. In 1975 ,

IBM had revenues of approxi-

mately $14.4 billon.
PAR. 2. New York Telephone Company (" New York Telephone

) is

a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of New York , maintaining its principal place of business
at New York, New York. At all times relevant to this complaint , New
York Telephone had capital, surplus, and undivided profis aggregating in excess of $1, 000 000. In 1974 , New York Telephone had

revenues of approximately $3. 2 bilion. New York Telephone is a 100
percent owned subsidiary of American Telephone & Telegraph
Company (" AT&T"
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PAR. 3. George L. Hinman is a resident of the State of New York. In
he was elected to the board of directors of IBM. He was a
director of IBM from the time of his election until his retirement (at
age 70) on or about March 1976: In 1954 , he was elected to the board of
1963 ,

. (jireCfo fs of New York Telephone. He was a director of New York

Telephone from that time until his retirement (at age 70) on or about
March, 1976. Mr. Hinman s retirement from the boards of directors of
IBM and New York Telephone occurred after IBM and New York
Telephone were informed that the Federal Trade Commission was

conducting an investigation to determine whether the interlocking

directorates between IBM and New York Telephone may be in
violation ofthe laws prohibiting interlocks between competitors.
PAR. 4. Amory Houghton, Jr. is a resident of the State of New York.
he was elected to the board of directors ofIBM. He has been a

In 1966 ,

director of IBM from the time of his election up to and including the
date of this complaint. In 1961 , he was elected to the board of

directors of New York Telephone. He was a directorof New York

Telephone from that time until his resignation on or about March
1976 , after IBM and New York Telephone were informed that the
Federal Trade Commission was conducting an investigation to
determine whether the interlocking directorates between IBM and
New York Telephone may be in violation of the laws prohibiting
interlocks between competitors.
PAR. 5. (a) IBM is in the business of providing information handling
systems, equipment ,

and services including data processing, data

communications , and information management. IBM produces and
markets the IBM 3270, a data communications terminal which may

be used for information display. c.

(b) New York Telephone

is engaged in the communications

business involving a wide range of data communications activities.

New York Telephone markets the Dataspeed 40 series, data communications terminals, which may be used for information display.
PAR. 6. IBM and New York Telephone are actual competitors of

each other with respect to many products and services, including, but
not limited to, data communications terminals which may be used for
information display.
PAR. 7. (a) IBM and New York Telephone are by virtue of their
business and location of operation , competitors of each other.
(b) The elimination of competition by agreement between IBM and
"ew York Telephone would hinder, foreclose, and restrain competiion , or tend to create a monopoly, in or affecting commerce, in the
ale or lease of data communications equipment or services pertain-

,,.- -
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ing to data communications as a whole or with respect to specific
products or services supplied by IBM and New York Telephone.
PAR. 8. (a) The products and services referred to in Paragraph Five

are sold and distributed by IBM and New York Telephone in
. subst"IJial amounts from locations in various States of the United
States to customers locate d in many other States of the United
States.
(b) IBM and New York Telephone each engage in commerce as that

term is defined

in the Clayton Act and in the Federal Trade

Commission Act.
PAR. 9. The foregoing acts and practices of respondent , as alleged
and set forth, constitute violations of Section 8 of the Clayton Act and
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The FederalTrade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and respondent having been furnished thereafter with a copy
of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Competition proposed to

present to the Commission for its consideration and which, if issued
by the Commission ,

would charge respondent with violation of

Section 8 of the Clayton Act and Section 5(a)(1) ofthe Federal Trade
Commission Act; and

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent

order, an

admission by

respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is

for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such
complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the

s Rules; and

Commission
The Commission having considered the agreement and having

provisionally accepted same, and the agreement containing a consent
order having thereupon been placed on the public record for a period
of sixty (60) days, and now in conformity with the procedure provided
by Section 2. 34 ofits Rules, the Commission hereby issues its decision
in disposition of the proceeding against the above. named respondent
makes the following jurisdictional findings, and enters the following
order:
1. Respondent International Business Machines Corporation is a
corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New York, with its executive offces
located at Old Orchard Road , Armonk, N ew York.
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2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over the

subject matter of this proceeding and over the respondent, and the
proceeding is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered,

That the following definitions shall apply in this

order:

Subsidiary" of a corporation or company means any partnership,
firm, association , corporation, or other legal or business entity, 50

percent or more of the voting stock of which is owned or controlled,

directly or indirectly, by such corporation or company.
Sister corporations or companies means two or more corporations or companies which are " subsidiaries " of a common " parent."

Product or service manufactured ,

produced ,

sold, or leased in

competition with IBM" (or words to similar effect) includes, but is not

restricted to, any product or service which is classifed within the

same four-digit category as any IBM product or service , as such fourdigit categories (" SIC Codes ) are defined in the Codes and Product
Descriptions published by the U. S. Bureau of the Census in its latest
Numerical List of Manufactured Products. " Product or service * * *

leased in competition with any product or service leased by IBM"
shall not include any transaction solely designed to create a security
interest for a lender , for instance, where a bank, as an incidental part
of its normal long- term linancing business, buys equipment selected
by its customer and then leases such equipment back to the customer
on a long- term basis.

It

is

further ordered

That for purposes of this order, a corporation

or company, including International Business Machines (" IBM"
and any corporation which shares a common director with IBM, shall

be deemed to be engaged in the manufacture, production, sale, or
lease, of a product or service, if any parent , subsidiary, or sister of
such corporation or company is so engaged.

It

is

further ordered,

That IBM, its successors and assigns, do

forthwith cease and desist from permitting any individual to serve on

its board of directors if such individual is or would be at the same
time a director of New York Telephone Company ("New York

11'Il.r.lU'IfillUl'lfiL DU0U'I.r0.- !YJ.tvJJU'jCo.:

vvnr.
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Telephone ), American Telephone & Telegraph Company (" A T&T"
or any subsidiary of AT&T , so long as IBM and either New York
Telephone , AT&T , or any subsidiary of AT&T compete in the
or service by
any product
manufacture , production , sale, or lease of
virtue. o their businesses and locatiQns9f operation.

That respondent IBM shall adopt and enforce

It is further ordered,

the following compliance program to prevent ilegal interlocks:

(a) On October 1st of each year for a period
commencing October

final Commission

of five years

1976 or as soon as reasonably possible after
acceptance of this order (but no later than 45 days

after service upon IBM of this order , as finally accepted by the
Commission), IBM shall certify in writing to the Commission that no
director of IBM, nor any nominee for director of IBM , serves or is
then a nominee for a position on the board of directors of a company
which manufactures , produces , sells, or leases, any product or service
in competition with any product or service manufactured, produced
sold , or leased by IBM where:

(I) That company manufactures , produces, sells, or leases the
amount in excess
an aggregate
of either one-half of one percent (. 5%) of that company s most recent
competitive products and services in

annual gross revenues or $5 000

000, whichever is the lesser; and

(2) IBM manufactures, produces , sells, or leases such competitive
products and services in an aggregate amountin excess of either onehalf of one percent (. 5%) ofIBM' s most recent annual gross revenues
or $10 000, 000 , whichever is the lesser.
(b) Prior to and as the basis for making the certification required in
Paragraph IV(a) hereto, IBM shall do the following:
(1) IBM shall require a written certification tt) IBM fnnn each IBMc

director and each nominee for director, identifying each other
company on which said director or nominee serves or is then
nominee to serve as a member of such other company s board of

directors. When requesting such certification IBM shall furnish each
director and nominee for director a copy of the complaint and order
in this proceeding.

(2) IBM shall determine the products and services manufactured,
produced, sold , or leased by each company listed in the certification

referred to in P!'ragraph IV(b)(l), shall identify the four- digit

SIC

Codes which encompass such products and services to the extent
enumerated in Paragraph (i) below , and shall determine whether
such products and services are competitive with IBM' s
services, by:

products and
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(i) Reviewing Moody s reports, Standard & Poor s reports , and such
other standard reference work , report , or periodical concerning the

engaged in byIBM, as
may be appropriate;
(ii) reviewing the most recent annual report of each company listed
by each IBM director or nominee and the most recent IOK report (and
any other more recent report) fied with the Securities and Exchange
Commission by each such company;
(iii) taking any and alI other action necessary to determine with
reasonable diligence where the products and services of IBM are in

, data processing business and' other businesses

competition with the products and services of such other company,

including but not limited to:

(a) Consulting with appropriate personnel in IBM' s manufacturing, marketing, and other divisions most knowledgeable regarding
the Source and nature of products and services in competition with
the products and services ofIBM and the corporate affiliations of the
companies offering such products and services; and
(b) reviewing press releases and trade publications to detect

possible areas of competitive overlap between IBM and each company
listed by each IBM director or nominee.
(c) In the event that the process of review

required by Paragraph

IV(b) hereof discloses the existence of any competition between IBM
and any other company as defined in Paragraph IV(a) hereof, IBM

shalI not permit the service on its board of directors of any person
who remains a director or nominee for director of that company. IBM
shall be alIowed a reasonable period of time , but in no event longer
than ninety days from the date of such disclosure, within which to

take any legal or other

steps necessary .

to

e(mre complian"e

including requiring any IBM director serving on such other compas board to resign from IBM' s board or such other company s board
forthwith or , in the case of a nominee, to forthwith remove his name
from nomination.
Provided, however.
that notwithstanding the fact
that a product or service of IBM shaJJ be included in the same fourdigit SIC Code as any product or service of such other company, the

provisions of this Paragraph IV(c) shalI not apply if, in its certifica-

tion pursuant to Paragraph IV(a) hereof, IBM demonstrates that

such other company s

products or services are not in competition

with the products Or services of IBM. If IBM fails to so demonstrate
after notice and a reasonable opportunity (not to exceed thirty (30)

days from the date of such notice) to discuss the matter further with
the staff of the Commission , then, upon notification by the staff, IBM
shaJJ be alIowed a reasonable period of time, but in no event longer
than sixty (60) days from the date of such notification within which to
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dissolve the interlocking directorate. Notwithstanding the foregoing

sentence, IBM shalI not be entitled to a formal hearing and decision
by the Commission on the question of whether or not such products or

services faIlng within the same four- digit SIC Code are in competition.

(d) IBM' s certification to the Commission, which is to be made on
an annual basis as described in Paragraph IV(a) hereof, shalI contain
the written certifications of the individual directors and nominees
required by Paragraph IV(b)(l) hereof and a copy of IBM' s written
request to such directors and nominees , shalI set forth in detail the
manner and form in which IBM has complied with this order, and
shalI include a detailed description of actions taken by IBM pursuant
to Paragraphs IV(b)(2) and IV(c) hereof.

It is further ordered,

That the provisions of Paragraph IV hereof

shalI not apply where:
(a) The other corporation on whose board of directors such nominee

or director also serves controls 50 percent or more ofthe voting stock
ofIBM (" parent"

(b) IBM controls, directly or indirectly through subsidiaries ,

50

percent or more of the voting stock ofthe other corporation on whose
board of directors such nominee or director also serves (" subsidiary

(c) 50 percent or more of the voting stock of the other corporation
on whose board of directors such nominee or director also serves is
held by a corporation which also holds 50 percent or more of the
voting stock of IBM (" sister

It is further ordered That nothing in this order shalI be construed
to exempt IBM from full compliance with the antitrust laws or the
Federal Trade Commission Act; that the fact that any activity is not
prohibited by this order shalI not bar a chalIenge to it under such
statutes; and that the fact that a particular interlock may not be
subject to the provisions of Paragraph IV hereof does not immunize
that interlock from chalIenge under such statutes.
VII
It is further ordered,
That IBM shalI notify the Commission at least
thirty days prior to any proposed corporate change , such as dissolution, assignment, sale, or reorganization resulting in the emergence
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of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries
or any other change which may affect compliance obligations arising

out efthis order. .

::l' H.VIC

PARAMEDICAL

l1'1L.

, .ra l\L.

Complaint
IN

THE MATTER OF

PARAMEDICAL SERVICES , INC. T/A PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL, LTD. , ET AL.
ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARI) HJ ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SENT

OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 286/J.

24. 1977 -

Complaint, Jan.

Decision. .Ian.

24, 1.977

Consent order requiring a Wayne , Pa. , distributor of a treatment method for
nocturnal enuresis , and its Menlo Park , Calif. , franchisee , among other things

to cease misrepresenting that the mechanical device used in their treatment
method is unique. Further , respondents are required, three days before their
contracts become binding, to give customers a written disclosure that the
device is similar to those sold or rented by others.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Harold

For the respondents:
& Love,

G.

Sodergren.

William J. McLean, Thoits, Lehman, Hanna

Palo Alto, Calif.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
as amended , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act,
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to

believe that

Paramedical Services , Inc. , a corporation doing business as Pacific
International , Ltd. , and e.RO. , Ltd. , a corporation, doing business as
Pacific International- CRO, Ltd. , and Robert C. Stearns, individually
and as an offcer of C. RO. , Ltd. , hereinafter referred to as " respondents, " have violated the provisions of said Act, and it appe a.ring to
the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect th""eol'wouldbe in.
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in
that respect as follows:

Paramedical Services , Inc. is a Delaware corporation, with its principal office at 224 County Line Road,
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent

Wayne, Pennsylvania.
Respondent C. RO. , Ltd. is an Oregon corporation with its principal
offce at 3210 Alpine Road, Menlo Park, California. It is now , and for

some time last past has been a franchisee of respondent Paramedical
Services , Inc.
Respondent Robert C. Stearns is an individual and an officer of
RO. , Ltd. and was formerly general manager of respondent
Paramedical Services , Inc. In such positions, respondent Stearns
formulated , directed, and controlled the acts and practices of the
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corporate respondents, including the acts and practices herein set

forth , and now formulates, directs, and controls the acts and practices
, Ltd. , including the acts and practices hereinafter get forth.
The address of respondent Stearns is the same as that ofe.R.O. , Ltd.

, of C.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for some time last past have been

engaged in the advertising, offering for sale , sale and distribution of a
treatment method for nocturnal enuresis , or " bed wetting " (hereinafter referred to as " enuresis
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents
now cause, and for some time last past have caused, the dissemination of certain advertisements concerning said treatment method by
various means in and affecting commerce, including but not limited
to newspaper, periodical and direct mail advertisements; have caused
its device and program to be shipped from their places of business or
sources of supply to their distributors, and to consumers, located in
various States of the United States other than the state of origination; and have transmitted and received and caused to be transmitted
and received, in the course of selling, delivering, soliciting advice
advising, and obtaining return of, their device and program , among

and between the several States of the United States,

contracts

lett rs, records, checks-, and various other kinds of commerinvoices,
cial paper and documents. Respondents maintain , and at all times
mentioned herein have maintained, a substantial course of trade in

such device and program in and affecting commerce , as " commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents

have entered into oral or written distributor agreements with various

firms and individuals (hereinafter referre d ' to' as ' ''distributors''

whereby such distributors agree to sell said program , directly or
through representatives they engage, to consumers. Respondents

have possessed, and now possess, the inherent authority to control
the acts, practices and policies of its distributors, and/or do control,
encourage, facilitate, implement and furnish the means , instrumentalities, services and facilities for , and condone, approve and accept
the pecuniary and other benefits flowing from, the acts, practices and
policies herein set forth , of said distributors, and respondents are

therefore responsible for the acts and practices of said distributors
(acts and practices of " distributors " include the acts and practices of
solici
dealers , franchisees, licensees, employees, salesmen, agents,

tors , independent contractors or other representatives engaged by
said distributors).

PAR. 5. Respondents and their distributors , for the purpose of
treatment method , advertise

inducing the purchase of respondents '

*..

* .. *

'" '" '"

*'"
'"*"'
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in magazines and newspapers which have substantial circulation to
parents with young children, in order to solicit such parents to mail
. therr -names and addresse ' to resporidents and their distributors to
learn more about respondents ' treatment method. The names and

addresses of parents who respond to such advertisements are
ordinarily sold or given by respondents to their distributors, and/or
utilized by their distributors in contacting such parents and arranging for a sales presentation in the home of the consumer , during
which they make additional statements and representations regarding respondents ' treatment method. Respondents ' and their distributors ' representations to consumers - are general and vague regarding
the precise nature of their treatment method. Respondents ' treat.
ment method for nocturnal enuresis consists of: (1) a mechanical
device of a type generally available at retail to consumers , which is
designed to awaken the enuretic by sounding an alarm at the time
bedwetting occurs; and (2) a training and consulting service to assist

the consumer in utilizing the device

to treat the enuretic. The

training and consulting service is sold by respondents to consumers
together with the loan of the mechanical device , at a price of $450-

$625. Essentially similar mechanical devices are sold or rented at
retail for $20- $40.

PAR. 6. Typical of statements and representations made by
respondents and their distributors regarding their treatment method
are the following:

Only one company, Pacific International , Ltd. ever made a serious and indepth study of this sleep and over a period of many years perfected a procedure
whereby they could teach a person to sleep in a normal way
The Pacific International, Ltd. process is unique arfd"Cl'troUed.. They-

recognizethat parents arc not expert in analyzing the sleep patterns of their child and so

are relatively helpless in attempting to assist their bedwetter

(Composite of opinions of " three

eminent physicians "

from p. 5 of

pamphlet entitled BEDWETTING , WHAT ITS ALL ABOUT AND HOW TO

ENOl!')

(Respondent) Stearns: Do you think our method of handling the problem is
sound?
Jorge McGuinness , M.

makes any sense
does

. You

: Its the only one I know of that is really successful and
. You treat the cause and you re the only one who

ve succeeded where everyone else has failed'"

(Excerpt from fim disseminated by respondents and shown by
distributors to prospective customers.
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..Salesman):

Have you

t:

used apy kind ofa waking device? Now , this is a pad

about that long, like that , and it goes in the bed. and it sets off an - alarm or
something like that. Have you ever heard of anything like that?
G (Father of Enuretic Child): Yes , a neighbor told me about onc.
C: You haven t used anything like that?
Mrs. G (Mother of Enuretic Child): I thought that' s what you folks have.
C: No , Mrs. Grant, we do not rely on any kind ofa waking device. Now , we have a

moisture- sensing device that we use in connection with our program. To gather

information for our report cards, and you.'lllearn more about that on the fim
later on.

(Excerpt from respondents ' authorized sales manual , p. 61.)
PAR. 7. By and through the use of the representations set forth in
Paragraph Six , respondents and their distributors have represented
and are representing that their mechanical device

is unlike other

mechanical devices utilized in treatment for enuresis.
PAR. 8. In truth and in fact , respondents ' mechanical device is like
other mechanical devices utilized in treatment for enuresis.

Therefore, said representations were and are ,

unfair, false, mis-

leading and deceptive.

PAR. 9. The acts and practices of respondents, as herein aIleged,

were and are all to the prejudice

and injury of the public ,

and

constituted, and now constitute , unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in or affecting commerce , in violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated anlhvestigatlbifcif
certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption

hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the San Francisco Regional Office
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with

violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by
the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the
aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as aIleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered

the matter and

- -

'.U.U"--------
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having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
(or a pe:riod of sixty (60) days now i", further conformity with the
proced re prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings, and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Paramedical Services ,

Inc. is a Delaware corpora-

tion , with its principal offce at 224 County Line Road , Wayne
Pennsylvania.
Respondent e.R.O., Ltd. is an Oregon corporation with its principal
offce at 3210 Alpine Road, Menlo Park , California. It is now , and for
some time last past has been a franchisee of respondent Paramedical
Services, Inc.

Respondent Robert C. Stearns is an individual and an offcer

of

e.R.O., Ltd. and was formerly general manager of respondent
Paramedical Services , Inc. In such positions, respondent Stearns
formulated , directed, and controlled the acts and practices of the
corporate respondents, including the acts and practices herein set

forth, and now formulates, directs, and controls the acts and practices
of C. R.O., Ltd. , including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth.
, Ltd.
The address of respondent Stearns is the same as that ofC.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER
It is ordered,

That respondents Paramedical Services, Inc. ,

and

R.O., Ltd., corporations, their successors and. assigqs and theic
offcers, and Robert C. Stearns, individually and as an offcer of said
R.O. , Ltd. , and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees,

directly or through any . corporation, subsidiary, division or other
device, or through their " distributors " as hereinafter defined , in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale or rental , contracting, sale or rental, or other promotion of any device or service for the
cure , mitigation or treatment of nocturnal enuresis in or affecting
commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act, as amended , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing directly or by implication that the mechanical
device utiized by respondents is unlike all other mechanical devices
utilized in treatment for nocturnal enuresis.

2. Failing to

disclose the following

verbatim

to all persons
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executing any agreement or other binding obligation to pay money or

other consideration to respondents or respondents ' distributors, or
" paying any money or other consideration to respondents or respondents ' distributors:

OUf treatment method for nocturnal enuresis consists of: (1) a mechanical device
of a type similar to those sold or rented elsewhere , which is designed to awaken
the enuretic by sounding an alarm at the time bedwctting occurs; and (2) a
training and consulting service to a.,"sist you in utilizing the device to treat the
en uretic.

Said disclosure shall be furnished in a single disclosure statement

in no less than 10 point bold type ,

which shall not contain any

promotional claims or other information not required by this order,
at least three (3) business days prior to either the execution by any
consumer of any agreement or any other binding obligation to pay
money or other consideration to respondents or respondents ' distrib-

utors , or the payment by such person of money or other consideration
to respondents or respondents ' distributors, whichever occurs first.
Respondents shall retain for two years dated and signed acknowledgements (or return receipts for mailed disclosures) of receipt by
Provided however,

consumers of said disclosure statement.

that said

disclosure statement may be furnished at the time ofthe execution of
an agreement with a consumer , where said agreement contains a
three- day cooling- off period provision in compliance with the Federal
Trade Commission s Trade Regulation Rule Regarding Cooling, Off
Door- to- Door Sales, 16 C F R 429.
Period for
It is further ordered,
1. Deliver, or cause

That respondents:
to

be delivered, a

distributor. A " distributor, "

copy

to

of this order

each

as that term isUBedthrougl1outthis

order , is defined as: Any present or future dealer , franchisee
licensee, employee, salesman, agent, solicitor, independent contractor or other represe ntative, who purchases from, or receives commissions or other income on purchases from, respondents.
2. Inform all distributors that the respondents are obligated by
this order

to

discontinue dealing with those distributors

who

fail to

comply with this order, under the circumstances set forth in

subparagraph 4 ofthis paragraph.
3. Institute a program of continuing surveillance

to reveal

whether the business operations of each of said distributors conform

to the requirements ofthis order.
4. Upon receiving actual knowledge from any source (including
but not limited to respondents '

program of surveilance, and repre-

sentatives of the Federal Trade Commission) of facts indicating a

violation of any provision ofthis order by any distributor , or by any of
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such distributor s present and future dealers, franchisees, licensees
employees , salesmen , agents, solicitors, independent contractors, or
. other repij)sentatives, respondents sh';ll within 24 hours notify such
distributor by certified mail , return receipt requested , that such

violation of this order has occurred ("Notice ), and that respondents
will discontinue dealing with said distributor upon receipt by
respondents of actual knowledge of two (2) or more further violations

of this order by such distributor , or by any of such distributor
present and future dealers, franchisees; licensees , employees , salesmen , agents , solicitors, independent contractors or other representatives, within one- hundred and eighty (180) days of receipt of said
Notice by such distributor. Respondents shall obtain from such
distributor written acknowledgement of receipt of such Notice , which
acknowledgement shall indicate the date of receipt of such Notice.
Upon receiving actual knowledge from any source (including but
not limited to respondents ' program of surveillance, and representatives of the Federal Trade Commission) of facts indicating two (2) or

more violations of any provision of this order , within one- hundred
and eighty (180) days foIl owing a distributor s receipt of the aforesaid
Notice, " by a distributor, or by any of such distributor s present or
future deaJers , franchisees, licensees, employees, salesmen , agents
solicitors, independent contractors or other representatives, respondents shall permanently discontinue dealing with such distributor.
Provided however that for purposes of any compliance proceeding
that may be instituted as to this order , respondents shall not be
responsible for a violation of any provision of this order by
distributor or a distributor s present or future dealers ,

franchisees,

licensees , employees , salesmen , agents , solicitors,

con:_
de~e
tractors or other representatives, except insofar as respondents fail to

terminate said distributor as required by subparagraph 4 of this
paragraph.
5. Maintain complete records

for a period of no less than three

years from the date of the incident, of any written or oral information
received which indicates the possibility of a violation of this order by

any respondent or distributor , or any of such distributor s present
and future dealers , franchisees, licensees, employees , salesmen,
agents , solicitors, independent contractors , or other representatives;
and maintain complete records of notifications of violations as
required by subparagraph 4 of this paragraph , and of distributors
acknowledgements of receipt of such notifications. Any oral information received indicating the possibility of a violation of this order
shall be reduced to writing, and shall include the name , address and
telephone number of the informant , the name and address of the
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distributor involved, the date of the communication, and a brief
summary of the information received. Such records shall be available
up6, request to representatives of the Federal Trade Commission, at

normal business hours upon reasonable advance notice.
It is further ordered,

That the corporate respondents notify the

Commission at least 30 days prior to any proposed change in the
corporate respondents such as dissolution , assignment or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation. the creation or

dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in said corporations
which may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.
It is further ordered,
That respondents forthwith distribute a copy
of this order to each of their operating divisions.
It is further ordered,
That the individual responden t named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present
business or employment and of his affiiation with a new business or

employment. Such notice shall include such respondent' s current
business address and a statement as to the nature of the business or
employment in which he is engaged as well as a description of his
duties and responsibilities.
It is further ordered That the respondents herein shall within sixty

(60) days after service upon them of this order,

fie with the

Commission a report, jn writing, setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which they have complied with this order.
Chairman Collier voted against acceptance on the ground that the
order is ineffective and the matter is not of suffcient importance to
warrant the further expenditure of public funds.

